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COMBATING ORCHARD AND GARDEN ENEMIES. 
\V. H. CHA NDLER. 
Article I.-PURPOSE OF SPRAYING. 
Spraying is done for the purpose of preventing injnry to the 
fruit, foliage and wood of tree:; and other plants caused by diseases 
and insects. 
Diseases of plants may be caused hy the growth in the tissues of 
bacteria or fungi. Bacteria usually grow beneath the surface and can 
not be combated by means of spraying. Some fungi grow upon the 
surface, sending feeding organs down into the tissue from which they 
secure nourishment from the plant sap. These fungi arc reproduced 
by means of spores which are carried in the air until they settle upon 
leaf, fruit or wood where they germinate and grow, becoming the 
injurious fungous tissue. If the leaves or frui t are covered with a 
substance which is poisonous to the fungus the sp<)res will be killed 
at the time they germinate. Substances that thus prevent the growth 
of germinating spores are called fungicides. As a rule these fungi-
cides must be applied in sumn1e1 when the fruit or foli age is likely 
to be infected. However, in the case of a very few diseases like Peach 
Leaf Curl, spraying in early spring before growth starts is success-
ful. 
The two most important fungicides (sprays to prevent fungous 
diseases) for summer spraying arc Bordeaux mixtttre and lime-sul-
phur. For directions for making Bordeaux mixture see Article 30, 
and for lime-sulphur see Article 31. For other fungicides see Artidec; 
32 to 36 inclusive. 
We have two classes of insecticides (sprays to kill insects) . For 
insects that eat from the surface of the plant a poison on the leaves 
or fruit will kill the insect. Usually the spray used in this case is 
some compound containing arsenic. The most important insecticide 
is arsenate of lead. (See Article 37) . 
There are. also insecticides used to kill insects that do not eat from 
the surface, but penetrate the surface with their beaks and suck the 
juices from beneath. It is plain that such an insect could not eat any 
poison placed upon the leaves, but must be destroyed by a spray that 
kills by coming in contact with its body, so insecticides for sucking 
insects are sometimes spoken of as contact sprays. The most im-
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port ant of these are probably lime-sulphur (see Article 40), kerosene 
en1ulsion (see Article 41) and the miscible oils (see Article 42) : 
Article 2.-COST OF SPRAYING. 
It is impossible to give any accurate estimate of the cost of spray-
ing unless the ;>ize of the trees is known. It is usually necessary to 
spray four times a year. Where Bitter Rot is present, two or three 
more sprayings will be necessary. With trees varying from twelve 
to eighteen years of age growing in reasonably good soil, the cost of 
material will vary from nine to thirteen cents a tree for four sprayings. 
The cost of labor is usually ten to fifteen cents per tree. The total 
cost then of the four sprayings for labor and material would range 
from eighteen to twenty-eight cents a tree. The labor cost will be 
greater with the small spraying outfit than with the large one. For 
the large spraying outfit the labor cost will vary from two to six cents 
for a single spraying, while with a good hand pump and good tank 
the labor cost will be from four to twelve cents a tree for one applica-
tion. With the barrel pump the cost will be still higher. 
Article 3.-PROFITS FROM SPRAYING. 
It is difficult to give a close estimate of the profits to be derived 
from spraying, since with some orchards the diseases and insects have 
not become as serious as with others. In no case, however, that the 
writer has ever observed where spraying has been properly done, has 
the orchard failed to give a larger net income. In an orchard sprayed 
by the Nebraska Experiment Station, the total cost of spraying per 
tree was twenty-four cents; the income per tree from the sprayed 
trees was $2.35, fro.:n unsprayed trees, eighty-one cents, leaving an in-
come of $1.50 more from the sprayed than from the unsprayed trees, 
or a net income above the cost of spraying of $L30 more on the 
sprayed than on the unsprayed trees. In other cases the difference 
between the profit on sprayed and unsprayed trees has been very 
much greater than this. The difference, of course, will depend on 
the prevalence of diseases and insects. 
In an orchard near Columbia, 100 trees were sprayed by the 
Missouri Experiment Station and the owner said in a public meeting 
that he picked more marketable apples from this 100 trees than from 
the remaining 3600 that were not sprayed. The fact is that after the 
diseases and insects have become serious, as they were in the case just 
mentioned, it is practically impossible to make an orchard business 
pay without spraying. In the section around Koshkonong, Oregon 
County, in the past three years, very few orchardists have been able 
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to ship peaches where spraying was not done. Thus the business of 
fruit growing in many cases aboslutely depends upon spraying. 
Article 4.-CONDITIONS AFFECTING PROFITS FROM SPRAYING. 
In determining the profits from spraying, the cost of the equip-
ment must also be considered (see Spraying Equip:nent, Article 51). 
In an orchard which bears regularly the seriousness of the first cost 
of spraying equipment will not be so great, but if the orchard is in 
a section where crop failures are co:nmon, the purchase of an expen-
sive equipment might prove an item of heavy expense. The grower 
must decide for himself whether it will pay him in a section where 
he has a considerable risk, to purchase an expensive but eff1cienl 
spraying outfit or to purchase a cheaper somewhat less efficient spray-
ing outfit. With the latter, labor cost wil be greater, but the invest-
ment is less. In many cases it might pay the orchardist to lay in a 
supply of spraying materials only large enough to do him until al~ 
danger of frost is past. Of course this would not be advisable in sec-
tions where it would take a considerable length of time to secure 
spraying materials. Certainly a large enough supply should be pur-
chased before the first spraying h(;gins to give at least one application, 
if not two, after the bloom falls. 
Some orchardists, usually int1uenced by the agents of spraying 
materials, give a spraying in late winter while the trees are still en-
tirely dormant, even though they do not have in the orchard San Jose 
scale or any other insect or disease that is best sprayed for at that time. 
The theory is that this dormant spraying is a sort of a clean-up spray 
to kill spores or insects that are lodged on the trees. However, stich 
a spraying can not possibly · replace any of the summer sprayings after 
the leaves have come out, and while it may be profitable, it is certainly 
much less profitable than the summer sprayings. Until the orchard 
is in a good paying conditon and well kept in every other way, such 
as pruning, cultivation, etc., as well as summer spraying, this winter 
spraying where San Jose scale is not present can hardly be advised. · 
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SPRAYING APPLES. 
Article 5.-FUNGOUS DISEASES OF TilE APPLE TTIAT CAN BE 
CONTROLLED BY SPRAYING. 
Apple Scab ( I ·,·nturui iiiH•'<fllulis) Thi -, di ..,L·a .., ,· C: lll "l'" tlw di ... -
lllrted. ~c: dd i.l ' :q l]ll'<l l' <l lll'l' "f the fruit and k ;ll'l' " .,f til l' appk a ~ 
~ 111111 ' 11 in til e !'l g' III' L'. IL appe; 1r ~ in l':1r ly -, prin g ; , ~ ~11<111 ; 1 ~ til l· lc:I I'L' S 
:1:·,. 11111 and 1na1· injure tl1e ·' '1111 ng f,di :1ge. lhl' ldou o.n ~ ll'lll s . and a].., ,, 
.ill· ·' ·'11 1ng fr ui t a" ~""11 a ~ it is f., nncd . It i ~ f:1, ·.,r\'d J,.,. l· ... d. lll' t 
. ., ,·; IIII e r . 
l· i g-. 1.-.\ Ji pl t· S t·u ll o il 
llu • l'ndL 
Fi g. ·~.-. \ Jl p lt• "' ' 'Hh 1111 I h t· l t·1 n , .... 
~ca ll i ~ r;1t her l': l ~ il y l'<t lltr•d il'd e ith er by the 11 ~<: of J:llrdl'<J ll :>: 
1111 xlmc 11r l illl e -~ u l phu r. Th e llrst ~ pray 1 1 1 g sl!.,uld il L' g in· n j1 1 ~ t 
lll·f" re till' IJi oll .ll open ~, an d i11 thi ~ ca se it is u"u:dl y hctll' r to ust• 
I :nrdeau :-.: 111i x t111T. The second :-- pr:1y ing is g iven :1s ~oo n :1s th L· lduolll s 
;,r · o iT. ;1nd th e third, tii'O "r thrl'e ll't:l' ks after til e ],J,J<Jnl s fall. In 
th e second ;1 nd third spr;1y ings if J: o rd ca u x 111i x ture is 11 scd. it s l1 nuld 
lh.; he at a st reng tl1 g rcak r than .? :3 :.;o. ( ~ee • \ rt icle ,.. 30 and 3 1 
() II 111<1 k ing and usc <Jf J: nrde; 1u x n1i x turc and linl e-sulpllur .J l.illl c-
"lilp ll ur Jll :1y he suh c. tituted fo r J:o rde:1u :-.: llli .\ ture if 1\ppl · I:J otc l1 is 
lll ' l present. 
Rust ( (,'_\' 1111/ 0Sf'oranyinlll 111aao pas. l .k.) Thi ;; di ,..c:1c.c ca uses 
orange colored spots o n th e leaves . a nd y ·ll ow ~ poh on the fn1it 
of th e app le. \\ 'hen se ri••u s it lll ay L·a use a consid erai Jic fallin g 
, ,f the leaves. ()ne stage o f th life hi s tory of thi s fungu s is passed 
111 th e characte ri s ti c " cccl a r app le" o r ga ll s o n cedars, a nd it is from 
til es galls tha t th e spo res infect t he appl s in the ~ pring. 
The most impo rta nt· rem ely f or thi s di sease is to k p a ll ne;1riJy 
ccd :> r trees cut ut. The second spray ing -For Scab just a ft ' r th e 
blooms fall , is the most impc rtant spray ing for Rust . 
( '11 :1 11! .\Ti f\ 1; () l ~t' II . \IW .\ :-- 11 (; ,\IW I·:\ l ·~i\ 1 ·.\ 111 ·.~ 1-l .i 
Black Rot ( Sf'llll!'rr•tsis .1!u /un u11. I 'k . 1 Tili ~ di ' L': ' ' " , · au ~ L'' 111 
" 'Jil L' 'l'L· ti i> Jb llll· n olting 11 f fruit i 11 ' t"r:tgl' <>r jthl l 'd"rc it i ~ pi ckt·< l. 
!11 til L' \I i ~~ II JII'i ' L'l't illl l it 11 ill Ill' sl' l' ll l:i rgc l.1 as 
reddj , !J l1r<> 11 ll ' IH>h fi ll tilL· k: 1 1 ' l'~ and ldack 
' IH•h <Ill till' t11i g..; . It :!1 "1 :tlt :trk..; til l' (i'll tt b 
fi r til l· tree~. l':t ll ~ ill g' ~· ank t' r ~. 111 1il c cankn 
f~>nll thi ~ di ~c: J ' L' ~ i , l 'l ' J'\' !li'L'\': dent in "''I l l' "f 
t il l' best fruit scr l i<l ll s fi r tile ~ t ak. 
F hr. :L- f 'uul<•· •· 
O f l llllfllt • JI11J11. 
The di sL· ase tl ll tl1 e 
lea\'<' " ~ ~ l'•>lllrt>ikd 
ll\' the s: tll H' ~ pra y 
ings 11 itil l ~nrdl' : ttl '\ 
llli Xtlll'l' til ;i! l' tllltr>>l 
.\ppk :-;L·a !~. T i ll' 
r: ltlk L' I' l 'd :tn·: i ' 1111 til1· 
li1nhs sil<ltJid ll t' r ut 
!li lt :tiid til e ll'lll ill ds 
p:lilt ll'd . 
Apple Blotch ( l'lly/los tidu .wlituriu. 
1'. ,\: 1·: .) T hi s di sc: tsL' : 1ppca r ~ <Ill th l· 
fruit as star sh:qJl'd ' P"l ' lik e tli 1,..;l' sh<lll' ll 
i11 tl1 c lig u rc. It :dS<l l' illi ' L'' \'L' J'\ ' ' 111:111 
rtli i1 Hl s p1 1h 11 11 till' k:t\'l'' . :11 Hl r ank er' 1111 
tlw t ll' ig s. Tlw fr11it is apparent ly infected 
,. . 
J:'lg-. ~.-,\I> J > I >· B l o~• ·ll 
o n fntil , 
FI J,t. 1.- t ' ulllu " unl 
l ' llltlil•l' Oil lill d t 
''I Ill tl ru\\III J.: 
r.uir•·· 
FiJ.:', 0. - Applt· 
B IHi t•h l 'llll ltt•r 
OH twi g , 
2-!..J. :\I1 :-;Sol 1 1\ l :\<: IU\'l'I.Tl ' R.\1. E '\ I 'E I{ I \I I·:N'I' ~'1' . \ l ' l tli'/, llt ' LU:'I' tN 102. 
fr• ot11 th e "Jlll rl'" di ""L' IIlill ;Jt crl fr<~ ! ll th e,;c tll'ig ca nk ers in spring. Thi s 
111fec ti()n take s plan· :JiHllll three 1\l'eks to a llltlll th :1ftn the llltHl lll s 
fa ll . :11HI it i.., :1t thi -, ti 111C th;Jt th e di ..,ease mu st he , prayed for . Lime-
"ulphur d(Jcs llt1l Ctl lltrnl I:J olc h Stl l ~nrd cau x mi x ture mu s t he used 
\\' here 1\pple 1\lotch is pre,; enl. (~ee 1\rt ic!t.: 30.) 
Fly Speck Fungus and Sooty Blotch 
( l. cf'lolhyriulll T'o 111 i. :\ lcll lt & l' r . S:JL'l" .) 
T he-,c d i-,e;Jses : 1ppc :~r :1 s little black doh on 
th e fruit and as little irr ·gul ;1r spoh li ke littk 
p ill'S t If ~( )( l{ . 
J· ig. i.- 1 · 1 ~ S pt·i·l , lllltl 
S uul ,\ Blud~ B !ul l'l 1 011 
.\ pp ll'. 
'l'h L'.\' :1 rc l'<~ lltrolled l1 \' "pr:t.\' ill g' with ~ ~~~r ­
dc :l t1 :>. mi :o. ttt rl· 11 lll'n til L· fruit is :1 littl t• lllt 1re 
th :111 tl ll l' fonrllt g rt l\1'11. Th l'y :11T gl' ner:ill y 
!'(11 1tr"llcd J, l. tl1 e spr:1y ings 111 e11li tm ·d fnr 
, d her di seases. 
Bitter Rot ( (,'fo llt •·rt'!lo rufn l! uto t!oll s, 
I :nk. S paulding :1 1HI \ 'o n Schrenk ) l11 th e 
l' XI IT III C suli lh crn p:1rt of th e st:tl l' tl1i s cli ,;ea sc 
11 ';1)' at ti J11l'" l1e l'l'i")' dcstructi\'l' . II is not 
.., ., ,.,c rio u" in Nor th \ I is,;tll1r i, .., im·c th e di sease 
i.., fa 1·ored hy hot. \\'l' l wea th er. It usua ll y 
:~pp •ar .., rlu ring th e tlltllli h ,; of July and 
:\ug tJ s t, a lthough it ha s bee n knnll' ll to appea r 
in .Juli L' . It .., lltl \\'S fir .., t a ,; ..,1 11a ll .., unken de-
cay ing spot ,; on th e fruit. T hese c. p<~t s may 
t· nl:trgc :JIH I run toge th er until th e ll' liole appl e 
111:1 \' IJc rtJit ed. Soilll' I':Jri e ti l· ,; lik e lluntS I 11 ~ll1 
., 
FI J4". K.- l·~l ll'l ,, · ,., jug-•· 
BIIIPI' l(ul on n ppl1•. 
and \\'illow Tw ig a re much mo re susce1 tible th an o the rs. T he same 
fung us a lso causes cankers o n th e limbs. 
So far as \\'e know, thi s di sease can be controll ed only by the 
usc tJf ll rd au x mi x ture. T he fir st spray ing sh uld u ually be 
a !Jo ul !' ix 1\'eeks a ft e r th e bl oom fall s and i f th di s ase is se rious, 
tlll 'l'l' other ,; pr:t y ing~ :1 1 int e r va l ~ n f abo ut two to thre • week s sho uld 
li e g il' '11. Som e ti m e~ t wc1 <11' three s prayi n g~ will cont rol it. T h · 
I :nrd •;1u x Jlli x tuJ 'L' s lt oul cl gc ner;Jil y he used at a ,., [reng th of 5 :5:50. 
(Sec :\rtil·lc 30.) Tltc ca t1 ke r ,; ti ll I il l' lim bs and twigs ;; hould l>c ·ut 
t: ut a nd th e 1\'UUild s p:1intcd . 
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Article G.-BITING I NSECTS OF THE APPLE THAT MAY BE 
CONTRO LLED BY SUMM ER SPRAYING. 
1"1 ,1.{. H.- \ 'uriou "' I"' I Ug t•Jo( or ( 'udliu " ;\lui II 
ott flu- upp lt· . (a ) ltl,iur,\ ' dullt • lu 
n ftpl• ·. { t·) \\ 'unu .. U.d .\dult w h it ·h 
tlt•Jio l"i l l ,.; flit · t' J:J:'. 
Codling Moth (Car {'ocu f'.w 
l'nll tunl'ilu, l. inn . Thi s is the in 
q:ct that li S IJ ~dl y C<lii SCS the 1\' t) J' III Y 
appl e. l' igurc <J shows tlt e adult 
Jli< >llt whi ch is ll '> ll :dl l' :thout li n 
l' iglt!lt s , ,f :ttl inch a rr,>s~ it s ex-
l': tnd ed wtngs. Th ese :tdul ts ap-
pea r ttl ' l' rtng : d ~<t tll !lie tim e the 
applv lrn·-, :trv in IJ!,,. ,t ll. :tttd tlt cy 
tTtnain f"r st l'n: tl weeks. Th ey 
<kposil !h eir vg~s "' I til t· s tt lllll tlt 
sltd:tn· s qf lit e k :11·v, ncar the 
fn1il :tnd :11 ti t!L'' 11 11 1l1 e ' il'nt s 
o f tlt c .I'OJJit g fn1it. Tlt c L'g-gs 
lt :tl r h itt a fell' day -, :t 111 l lh · lar l' a: 
q f thi s lir sl brood ustt :tll y t· r:twl lo 
th e hl <>s~o ttt end o f th e apple :11HI 
~: at th eir way i11. \\ ' lwtt th e lan a ( 11'1>1'111 ) is ful l g- m 11 11 it l' a h it s 
way o ttl o f th e apple :utd gm·s ittlo !lie pupa .s l:tgt: ll ttd 'I' :t tt y kind .,r 
rubhi slt o t· ruugh bark . T he adu lt l'llll' l'g' · ~ . gil' ing us th e sL't:und hr<HJ 'l. 
ueginning auoul s ix o r seve n wceb after th e illoot ll f:dl s. 
T he best spray fo r odling Moth is a rse nate of lead (see Article 
37) . A rsenate of lead paste should be used at a strength of about 
t wo and one-half pounds to fifty gallons of wa ter . Sin ce th e insect 
eats its way into the blossom end , it is v ry important th at tl1 c calyx 
( blossom end ) be fill d with the 1 ois n. The parts o f th e calyx close 
ov r th calyx tuhe about s ven days a ft er th e hloo111 fa lls (sec l' ig. I..J. ) 
so it is ve ry i.n po rt a nt that lh r:dyx tube l>c filled with th e spray 
IJcfo rc thi s li111 s in e it "'"u ld not pen trat ;[ fl nwa rd s. Th e thor-
oughn ess uf thi s spray ing will large ly deter111in c tlt c cl'fcc l ivencss .,f 
our season\ work. In snn1 e shl e~ a single ve ry thomugh spray ing is 
a ll lhat is nscd on th e applt: orr h:trd in one season, tho1J gh it h;1 s been 
found in thi s sec li Jll that two or lhr spray ings will l: etter rontr" l 
th e odling Moth . Th · llrs l un • is g ive 11 as 111 ' nlioncd :1hove within 
seven cl ays a fter Lh bloom fa ll s; the s cond in about l ll' o or tltr t:e 
weeks and the third usuall y arly in July, or ahoul six o r s ·v n weeks 
after th bloom fa ll s. 
Curculio (COII Otrac!tchts 1tcmtphar llc ru~ l. ) -Thi s 1s prul;;th ly 
2-J(J \J I SSill ' l(l . \c:l( l l'l'L'I'l ' IUL J ·~.\ 1 ' 1 ·. 1 (1\11·0: 1 ~ - 1 . \1 ' 111 :\ , I \I ' L I . I·:TI :-.1 J(J_? . 
t il ,• 11 111·-. t " rcl!ard I'""' in \li -.-."11r i. \\ 'hik it i-. Jlll h [ ~k -. trncti, . ,. '" 
plll llh . pc:wlil' " :1111 1 pear-.. it is a!-." :1 
l' l ' l'\ -. ,· rillll -. pe-. t 11! til l' :lppk . Th e 
a <IJJII t 'ur l' JJi i, ( see i'1 g·ul·l·) li 1·,·s tl!rl!llg"h 
t!J e 1\ ' illi LT IIIHil'l' :111 .1' :1 \':li i;t!Jk l' JiiJJJi -. li , 
L'l lllll ll g' " 11 1 ,,·itl! ,,.:JJ 'J il 1\'c:ilh c r 111 th e 
" Jlr111 g . It a t tir -. 1 lll :Jk,· -. li cl il' s in th e 
I h.·. 11 .- (u) .\ dull ( ' ul' t ' llliu th u l 
l · i ~. 141.- ( ' lll' l ' tllio ... li ll ~ ll tl aii~·~ ff tt• l'l f iiiJ,.: Oil fli P ll(qlft • ; 
Uti file· u pp lc• . ( h) pupu: ( c·) lunu . 
t' nlil fell ' r l'l' di ng 
<iL'Illl -. ilill g' l'gg-.. 
til l' 1!1 "'.. 1 f tl1c 
pu rp1 1"<' ". :111 <1 l:lll'r lll :tkc -. h1de-. f"r t il L' llllrJI""'' eli 
In tl1i .s casl' il :11 11'<1\ '-. Jn akL'" a lll lllln -s ll:qJed Clll nL': Jr 
l'.~g IJ :ll cill·s and th e appk fall -. l11 til e gT" uncl. th e 
1\ lll'lll cr: JII'Js int 11 til e g rll lllld :Jll d g11es inl" til e JIIIJI:l -. l:ig'l', till' Sl'L'ond 
l'I'IIJI L'lllll ing nul in Lite .\u g-11 -. t. Tl 1i:-> adult -. l ings t il L· fr uit in tile fa ll 
f,.r fn·ding J>llrJ>Il -.c-. :t ll cl tiJ L' II hil ll'l'n;Jil' s nn til e :tpp r(laL·h llf 11·inltr. 
Til l' r:JI·agcs nf til L' t ·Jiru dio 111 <1_1' in -.o111e ca-.e-. he cll eckecl l1y th llr-
lll lg ill _l ' n d tii '< Jli 11 g in i:Jtc _lu i_\' :1 1HI l'ar ly .\ug ust sill l'l' t l1 ·.1· arc in ll1 c 
gr~•und in til e pl lJla ;. [:Jgl' :11 thi s t i11:c . :11H I :1rc c< ts il _l' injt trecl e ither hy 
;. unlig lil Il l' hy s tirring til e Sll il. Tlt c cllil _l ' cer ta in Jll e lh llcl of l'<J lllr1 1lling 
til v t 'urn di ll, li lll\'l'l'l' r . is hy lll can -; c1f sprayin g-. T l1 e lirs t ;. pray ing 
f11 r ( ·1H IIin g \I ei th . ju ,.; t aft -r th e hll lll lll fal l-; ll'i ll proh:Jh ly gl'l Sc>:nc 
t 'nrculi 11. hill til e large r J>L' I'l'e lll :Jgc o f th elll ,,·ill he ki ll ed l1y a ;.pray 
I t' ll cl ay s lc1 l ll'o 11r three ll'l'cks afll'r tile IJitHllll fa ll s. In th case o f 
l' nrculi tl. an 111 1-. prayc<i o rcha rd nea r (l tl r ;. 11·ill rrdu cc the e rfec l o f nur 
spr:1y ing 111 me tli :J il in th<.: casL' o f Cod ling 1\ lo th f() r th e rrason tlw t 
it is til L' :1d ult l' u rculio ll' hi ch can fl y fro m o rchard to mch;u·d that 
d(les the s ting in g rather tha n th e ll'o rm \\' h ich can ;Jlt ack onl v one 
fruit as in the case o f Codling ~ l oth . 
Other Eating Insects.- Th crc arc a mnnhcr o f eating in sec ts 
of the a pple, such as l'ank ·r \\'orm , I lag- \\ 'o nn , l .css •r J\ pp le Lcaf-
fllld c r, Lea f ' rumplc r, !\ pplc Tr~· · T ent Ca te rpi ll ar, 'lc .. tha t \\' ill 
do i1arm . e~ pec i a ll y in an un sprayed o rchard . These in sec ts, hmrevcr, 
can usually IJc kept in chec k by means o f :-;p ray ing,.; g il'en fur Codling 
l\Toth a nd 'urculio , and IJy adding ar . enate o f l<::a<.l tu Lite spray fur 
Scab vefure the bloo n open:, . 
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Article 7.-COMBINED SPRAYING FOR APPLE DISEASES AND INSECTS CONTROLLED BY EITHER BORDEAUX MIX-
TURE OR LIME-SULPHUR COMBINED 
WITH ARSENATE OF LEAD. 
First Spraying-After the cluster buds 
have opened (see figure ) but before the blos-
so:ns have entirely opened. Bordeaux mixture 
4:4 :50, and arsenate of lead, two pounds. 
This destroys Apple Scab, nlack J~ot, and 
early leai eating insects like Canker \V orrn. 
Sometimes when an orchard has been kept 
ICig . 1 m e of tlr't ]] . J 1 tl t f 1 1 b , 1, ·,.yin;:- for A 1, 1, 1.., ~;,."" we 111 ;anc, 1e arsena e o eac 111ay e ;;~u~~H~~.fol'e the hlootns Olllitted. 
Second Spraying-Just after the blooms have fallen (see figure) 
spray either with Bordeaux tn ixturc 2 :3 :SO; or lime-sulphur, specifi c 
gravity 1.009, and arsenate of lead t\vo and one-half pounds to fi fty' 
:Fig. 13.-'l'hne ol' importn,nt Npru.;v-
ing for Codling .\Jot.h-jn1-. t nf' .. 
tt•.t· tht~ bfoont tulh;, 
gallons. This is the important 
Jo'i~. :f .J.-'roo luh•· t'or Uu' imJ)orta.nt spray for Codling :Moth. It is also ,,.,n,,· iug l'or ('o<lllng Mot h . 'l'l"' 
<'ftly x hn."' <•I(H·wd O\'t•r tlu~ hlos-beneficial in controlling Apple H.ust, ~om ,.,ul. 
Curculio and other less i .1:portant diseases and insects. 
Third Spraying- About tbree weeks aft er the bloo 11s fall, spray 
:l'ig . 15.-Young frui t re!Ldy fo r tlw t hh·d s J>raying 
ll' ith l ~ord catt x mi xture 2 :3 :.'iO. or li me-s ulphur. ~ pcc itl c g ra vity 1.009, 
:l tHI a rse nat e o f lead. l\\·o and nne hnlf p und s to liFt .\' gallons. Thi s 
des troys C ttrcnlio . ( 'odling l\ lotlt , J\ppl e SL·: tl >, i\ ppl · 1\lolch, Ili ad :: 
l~ o l , etc. 
l;ourth Sprny in g-- Thi s ~hould be done :thonl s ix w cks n ft cr the 
bluo 111 [;tlls . Usc llt>rd au x m ix tmc + :+ :.'iO, with ~trse n al e o f lead lii' <J 
and one-half pound s to lifty gal l (J n ~ . Th e fnnrth sprny ing des troys 
tlt e secund IJrood o f Codling l\ foth. l;ly ~ p ck. ~oo t y ll lotch. and !litter 
l ~ ()t if it i;; present. 
If ( 'urntli,, is se rious it mn y he ,,·cJ I to g i1·e the third spra\ ing 
onl y l\\' n 11 ceks ;~ fter th e bloom f;tll s, a nd th e fo urtlt spr:ty in g- four 
weeks a ftn th e hl ol)tll falk Th en if a spray ing fo r th e sect) nd hmod 
o f Codling loth or !litter Rot is necessary , the rlfth spray ing in stead 
o f th e fourth would cmn · s ix weeks after th bloom fal ls. 
If th e orchard is in a section wh er · I ~ itt r l ~n l is se ri u ~ . anoth er 
spr:1y ing should be g iven about e ight o r nin e \\'ccks aft •t· th e !>loom 
f:tll s , i1 nd anoth er one len o r tll' elvc \l' ecks aft er th e bloom fall s. I f 
l iti s last "pray ing is g iv ·n len 11 cks a ft er th e bloom fa ll s, anoth er 
should he g iven t 11-c h· weeks after I he bloo tn fa ll s . in a ll c tscs ns111 g 
Bord eau x mi xttt re .'i :.'i :SO. (S ·c dire li ons fo r mak ing and using 
l;o rdc ;tu x mi xture and lim -s ul phur , .\ rti rks 30 and 3 1. ) 
Article 8.- SPRA YING FOR SUCKING INSECTS OF THE APPLE. 
Wooly Aphis (Sr lii:::o lli'III'U /uniy.-ra. llatt ~ t ll. ) Thi s in ~('d i ~ 
1\T ll kno \\' 11 l11' th e hlui slt - \\' hil e down y r col lony con:ring il l' Xl' t'l' l •s . 
I_· ------------------~~------------~ 
\.. 
l'i K . ln .-\\'uoi .Y i\p lt ho in,iu r .V OJI HlllUII a pJll f• I'OO l !'o 
A group of thes in sc ls show as a o ttony ma s:-;, gene rall y arn nncl 
th ba of the t ree. Tt causes th e g;:t ]l s on th e roots uf the t ree like 
those sh wn in lh rl gure. It may se riously injure th g r wt h of the 
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tree in a section where it is abundant. In sections north of the Mis-
souri River all adult insects are usually killed through the winter so 
that the insects the summer following must all come from eggs. From 
the Ozark region south, however, in a large percentage of the win-
ters some of the adult insects live through the winter and begin at 
once with warm weather to bring forth young very rapidly so that 
they become serious much more quickly in the spring than in sections 
farther north. The insects are found both on the tops of the tree 
and beneath the soil on the roots. 
In sections where the insects live through the winter, those on 
the portion of the tree above ground may be killed by spraying with 
kerosene emulsion, or Black Leaf clip as directed by manufacturers, 
or home-made tobacco tea (see Articles 41 and 43) just before growth 
starts. Vi!hile the insects do not do serious injury to the top of the 
tree, they are constantly going down from the top to the roots. To 
kill those on the roots, no absolutely certain method has been found, 
though probably the best method is to dig away the soil for a depth 
of a few inches, uncovering the roots that are the most infested in 
a radius of about one and one-half feet from the tree and spray with 
a ten per cent kerosene emulsion or Black Leaf dip, or tobacco tea, 
and pull the earth back around the tree. Pulling the earth away in 
this manner and sprinkling liberally with tobacco dust is claimed to be 
good, though where this method has been tried it has not proved as 
beneficial as spraying. If young trees are kept in a thrifty condition 
by cultivation, fertilizing, etc., injury from Wooly Aphis will not be 
so greeat as with neglected trees. Keeping the soil around the base 
of the tree well cultivated so that there will be no cracks through which 
the insects can go to the roots seems to be of some value in controll-
ing them. 
San Jose Scale (Aspidiotus perniciosus, Comst.) - This in-
sect inserts its beak into the bark of the tree or the skin of the fruit 
or leaf and excretes a scale, covering its body. It multiplies rapidly 
and may completely cover the bark of limbs and trunks of trees. 
When the limbs become incrusted with them, especially young trees, 
the tree is likely to die. 
San Jose scale can be readily controlled by spraying with boiled 
lime-sulphur (see Article 31) at a strength of about 1.03 specific grav-
ity, or by the use of the miscible oils. Use the miscible oils (see Article 
42) at the strengths recommended by the companies selling the oil. 
Spraying should usually be done in early November or early March. 
Oyster Shell Bark Louse, or Oyster Shell Scale (Mytilaspis Pam-
arum, Bouche.) - The scales of this insect are larger and more 
conspicuous than San Jose scale. They are less harmful to the tree 
_!_; () .\ lt ~~tll ' l ~ l .\t: IUl ' I' I.TI ' I<.\1. 1 ·~'\ l'l •: l ( l :l ll ·:r-. T ~T . \Titl :-\ , I :I ' I.I . I·:T JN 10.!. 
that! ~an i ll ~ e ~calc ;uHI ;u-v tt o t gene r;dl y lllltll l'l'<\l t ~ ett ll ll g·lt t" he 
~ l' l"l " ll ~ . Tlt e ~calc i11 ll' illt c r , ... , . 1 · r ~ egg" :ttHI llt:tture itt scds :t s 11 1 
t lt e ca ;- c o f ~ :ttl . l " ~ l' st·:tl e. 1:"r tlti s rc;""t l th e 11·in ll'r dllrlll: tttl ;- p ray -
in g i, nlll "o c trcct i1·v a ~ 11·itlt ~'' " lu.'L' ,., ,·ale. It is cn tll rt>ik :l he -. t 
[,_,. , pray in g 11·itl1 ;tili Jttl a se\ 'Ctt per cen t kc r< hL' ti L' l' lll ll i' i''tt ( ' ''<' .\ r t i-
ek -1- 1 l ~utncl itt ll' ~ lt <>r th · a fl n the [,J,"'''t f: tl k 
Article 9.-INSECTS A N D OTHER DISEASES OF THE APPLE CON-
TROLLED BY MEANS OTHER THA N SPRAYING. 
Borers- \\ ·c lt:tl' · JH ,t lt tltv l\"utlll - II L';IIil' cl . \['Jlil' Tr,·v l :orn 
( .\ct('l'rrla l'tlltrlicitl. [.' ;tl J. 1 in 11·hi ,·h , · ; tSl' the 1\n r tll or L11· 1·:t i-. itt tlt e 
o ___ _ 6 
---- ___., 
"'"" I d11ring pa rh .,f th ree "'' a " "tl ~ : :t 11 cl til L' l·'L LI - 1 k ;11kd .\ppk Trl'e 
I :11tT r ( ( '!try.w/ ,(1//tris f<'/1/urulu, 1:ah.) ll' ili c ll li l'l·-. i11 th l' trunk 11 f lit e 
l tTL' t>t tl y ll ll L' "L'a ' ""· Tl1 c i11ju ;·y d11ll l' [,_,. IHJt lt i-. in cu tt ing int " tlt e 
l1 a rk :tllcl ~ap 1\''"'cl of l ite tree, s<lltll' li tiiL' '· espvc i:tll y in til L' c"c ut 
yo ung tn: ·s . a ili i<Js t c llti rl' i_l' g irdling tlt e ·11, thu , r uining tit · tree ~ . 
0 
' t: lt ,• lt ll' tli< Hl, <> f li g h t i1t g IH>l il 1\ tllltHI and 
1:/:il ll c:tdL·tl I:, >t 'l' r ~ <tr L' llllll' li t il e sa 111 e. Tlte 
lll <> st itttJH> danl l lll'< lll ~ o f co tnl J:t t ill g th e lJn t-cr 
i ~ !1_1' gn itlg tli mug/1 th e l >tTklrd 11 1 lat c 
.\u g us t t• > c:~ rl v I Jct .. J:n a nd di gg ing <1 \\';t y 
lit e , .,i J <~ro ut H I the l ~:1 s e nf lh L· tree and lind -
in g- ti ll' btr va lnJJTt l\1'~ <t lld pu shin g :1 sharp -
ened ll'i t·L in th l't ll un t i/ thv la rva is rvae hed 
:tn rl kilkd. If th e \\'11r 111 doc ' nu t m: tkc p;illt s 
' tr;ti g- llt l ll o ugh tlt at th e ll' ire ca n he pu ~ h c~ 
i11 . it ll' ill !Je n ece ~s ;t ry lo e ul part 1\ '<t_\ ' 111 
ll' ith a k11i f c . 
Ft_~;, 11 t,~\;-;::,-;~n:;,::. :: ~~-"·· tl T11·o o r three me tlt nd ~ a rc ava i/ ;JI J!e fo r 
makin g th e contr• >l o f bore r~ 1nn re easy. l11 
ca se of o ld e r tree~. probably th e lll o~ t impo rtant meth od i ~ by mo und -
tng, that i:-. il e: 1ping ttp :t little lll<~Uttd ,,f l' :trilt :t l'<~lllld tit,· ll:t , ,. 11f th e 
[J'l'l'. Tl 1 i ~ force :- t!tv in -.; l' r l l<~ rit po " it ih <'gg hig ltn oon til l· II' L' l' "" 
Lit <tl th e 111>1'1ll ll' ill he l~>c al c d hi g lt l' r . II i, lt ttt ch v: 1, in I" it- 1·,-1 thi s 
ll l! llt tl(l ()f l' :trllt doll' tt ;trouttd th e lt'l'L' loo 1'1 1t d the li"i'l' i' titan l•• !ta n · 
lu di g :t il ay till' :-oi l II ih'n it i, il fl k n· l. 1\oo iiT\'LT , lt lol!tltr!iltg 111:1 \ 
til l[ he pral'li r :Lhl c in l'l' l' _l' , [,lit \ · Lind. Itt ,· a , ,· "f .1'<~ llll g l'l' t l·n· "· tJt ,. 
\Jl·, [ II l'I!J11d i, [ol 1\T:tp t\tl'lll II it\t <I ll l>lld \'l' ll l'(' J' IIT.IJIJ ll' l' :1-.; , Jiol\1'1: 
. \11r\ ll ~ <i l ln r\ :1 ILT I' ' i!J ;t\ \ :1 I oott :i[ oof l'; JJ'[\1 ;JJ'l> lt ilo\ tit l':-.L: 
11 r a ppt' l'' · T h is nta kc·-.; it l l'l'_l· dill.l n til 
fill' til l' p:ti 'L'lll 11f ilt l· \11 ol'l'i' (II gL·( ih 
L·gg ' r\l'J ll>' ill'" itt [\ 1(' (J' ltli k 11f (\tl' [i'L'L' . 
In , ,.,· ti.,n s 11 itvl'<' lit e IH>I'l' i' ' :tiT r: tlln·r 
ltlllll L' J'oolt ' . II itik t\t i, Jl l':t l'li l·L' <of II !';IJ I 
p ittg ' h r•uld lt l' f" ll "lll'l i. it slt lllt id 11 ol 
ill' ll ' ht~\] _1. d l' Jil' JI! \(' r\ IIJ IOII , \tttl lit< · (' ' 
:ltllitting r(I J' l it e l!<i l'l'i' ' s it ll ttld : ti '<l 11( ' 
doll tl'. I r tlt c II "' '" l' lt II r;q tJll' l' S :J J'(' lh('(' 
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SPRAYING PEARS. 
Article 10.-INSECTS AND DISEASES OF THE PEAR CON-
TROLLED BY SPRAYING. 
Scab ( V enihtria Pyrina, Aderh.) -Very similar to the Scab in 
the apple. 
Spray with Bordeaux mixture just before the blooms open; just 
after the blooms fall and again in about two weeks. 
Leaf Blight (Entomosporiu,m maculatum, Lev.) -This disease 
causes small red spots on the upper side of the leaves in early spring. 
The young leaves shrivel up and fall off, and the old leaves fall , re-
taining their shape. Young twigs may also be killed. Bright colored 
spots appear on the fruit which gradually tum dark and spread out, 
thus causing the surface to become rough and sometimes to crack. 
Spray with Bordeaux mixture about one week after the bloom 
falls and again in about two weeks. Nursery stock should be sprayed 
five or six times at intervals of two weeks, beginning as soon as the 
leaves come out. 
Leaf Spot (Septaria Pyricola .. Desm. )-This disease appears on 
the leaves as angular spots with white centers, and is combated by thP. 
same treatment as that for Leaf Blight. 
Insects Common to the Pear and Apple.- The same insects af-
fect the pear that have been discussed under the apple, especially 
Codling Moth, and for discussions of these see insects of the apple 
(Article 6). 
Pear Slug ( Eriocampoides limacina) -This is a snail-like in-
sect that eats on the leaves in late May and early June. It eats out 
· the tissues between the mid-ribs and the other veir).ing of the leaves, 
skeletonizing them. This slug is about one-half an inch long and of 
an olive-brown or dull green color. The same insect also infests the 
cherry and the plum . . 
Arsenate of lead is the most desirable spray, though the insect 
may be killed at times by merely dusting slaked lime heavily on the 
trees. 
Article H.-COMBINED SPRAYING FOR DISEASES AND INSECTS 
OF THE PEAR. 
First Spraying-Just before the bloom opens as with apples, using 
Bordeaux mixture 4:4 :SO, and arsenate of lead, two pounds. 
Second Spraying-Just after the bloom falls, using Bordeaux 
mixture 2 :3 :SO, and arsenate of lead, two pounds. 
Third Spraying-About two weeks after the bloom falls, usmg 
the same mixture as for the second spraying. 
Fourth Spraying-About four weeks after the bloom falls, usmg 
the same mixture as for the second and third sprayings. 
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Later sprayings may be necessary for the Slug when they appear 
and the fourth spraying may sometime be o ~11itted. (See directions 
for making Bordeaux mixture, Article 30.) 
Article 12.-PEAR BLIGHT. 
This disease is the most serious one which affects pears iri this sec-
tion. In fact it probably renders commercial pear growing inadvisable. 
It is the disease which causes the leaves and twigs to turn black in sum-
mer. Its first appearance is when the flower clusters shrivel and die a 
few weeks after blooming. Later, leaves, twigs and even large branches 
may turn black as they die. Young trees may thrive until they are 
old enough to bloom, when through the agency of insects that visit 
the flowers the infection is carried from blighted trees to the flowers 
of other trees, and they are thus liable to be ruined by blight. 
There is no certain remedy for blight. Spraying has not proved 
to be of any value. Pruning is the only remedy, and it is a very 
laborious process. All blighted wood should be cut out and burned 
and the trees should be examined carefully for cankers (sunken dead 
portions on the bark) toward spring, since it is from these cankers 
that infection spreads. These cankers should be thoroughly cut out 
and care be taken to cut away all diseased portions. The wounds 
should be carefully painted. It is sometimes beneficial to seed the 
pear orchard to grass, since by check1ng the growth of the wood it 
becomes firmer and more resistant to Pear Blight. No fruiting spurs 
should be left on the trunk or main branches, because through these 
Blight may penetrate and destroy an entire branch or even the whole 
tree. 
SPRAYING PEACHES. 
Spraying peaches is a more delicate operation than spraying apples 
for the reason that peach foliage is very susceptible to injury from 
most sprays. Thus Bordeaux mixture should never be used on the 
peach except when the foliage is off, say about March for Peach Leaf 
Curl. Neither should Paris green ever be used. However, the self-
boiled lime-sulphur properly made (see Article 32) is not injuriour; 
to the foliage, and arsenate of lead can be applied satisfactorily if it 
is not used more than twice during one season after blooming but be-
fore the foliage is too old. Arsenate of lead should always be accom-
panied with lime to reduce the injury and make it wash off the foliage 
rapidly. In should be understood that we never spray peaches when 
they are in leaf for any benefit to the foliage; it is for the fruit only, so 
the more rapidly the sprays are washed off the foliage, the better it will 
be. The hairy covering of the peach retains the spray on the surface 
well, and thus a spray may be used for peaches that is too coarse and 
too easily washed off for apples or pears. 
Article 13.-DISEASES AND BITI NG INSECTS OF THE PEACH 
CONTROLLED BY SUMMER SPRAYING. 
i i ·~ . ·~IL-:-i e ·uh 011 fll 1· 
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Artic le 14.-COM BIN ED SPRAYING FOR C UR CULIO, SCAB AND 
BROWN ROT. 
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Article 15.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE PEACH THAT RE-
QUIRE OTHER TREATMENT THAN SUMMER SPRAYING. 
Peach Leaf Curl (Exoascus deformans (Berk.) Fckl.) -This 
disease causes the curling of the leaves shown in the figure. The 
leaves of the trees will fall early in the summer, and the vitality of 
the tree is thus reduced. 
It is usually controlled by spraying with lime-sulphur or Bordeaux 
mixture just before the buds burst. 
Peach Yellows.- This is a contagious disease that is not well 
understood. It has become very serious in old peach growing sections 
and is recognized by the appearance of sickly yellowish foliage and 
dusters of willowy shoots on the trunks and large limbs. The fruit 
ripens prematurely and is small and generally has red spots distributed 
through the flesh. 
Dig out and burn infected trees as soon as the slightest appearance 
o£ the Yellows is observed. 
Peach Rosette.- This disease is similar in many respects to 
Yellows, but its appearance can be observed earlier in the spring. The 
trees t:.sually die sooner. Along the limbs the leaf buds develop into 
compact tufts or rosettes. 
The treatment is the same as for Yellows. 
San Jose Scale (Aspidiotus perniciosus, Comst.) -See under 
apple insect!>. (Article 6.) 
The treatment for San Jose scale of the peach is the same as 
for apples, except that badly infested trees should be severely cut back 
and the brush burned before spraying. 
Peach Lecanium (Lecanium nigrofasciatum, Perg.) -A red-
dish-black. hemispherical scale about one-eighth of an inch in diameter 
or smaller that sometimes infests the twigs of peach trees. It generally 
is not numerous, but occasionally is found in sufficient quantities to 
seriously injure the tree. 
Spray with a seven per cent kerosene emulsion just before the 
leaves reach full size. (For making kerosene emulsion, see Article 41.) 
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Borers (Sannina e:ritiosct, Say.)- This is one of the most 
serious insects of the peach. It works around the base of the tree 
and may girdle and kill it. In Missouri it is usually more common 
than the Apple Tree Borers. 
It is combated by digging out the worms 
as directed for apples, and by wrapping and 
mounding the trees in the same manner to pre-
vent the eggs from being deposited near the 
surface of the ground. A thick whitewash on 
the body of the tree is recommended by some 
instead of the wrapper, but it is not so effective. 
(See under apples, Article 9, and also see Arti-
cle 49 for directions for making whitewash.) 
Fruit Tree Bark Beetle (Scolytus ruuu· 
losus, Rat::. ) -This beetle makes what is 
called "pin holes'' in the limbs. They do not 
multiply rapidly in healthy trees and are not 
usually serious unless there are a number of 
weak trees in the orchard. 
Cut out and burn all weak infested trees 
and limbs and keep the orchard in a vigorous, 
healthy condition. The whitewash suggested 
for Borers may be of some benefit for healthy 
trees. (See Article 49.) 
SPRAYING PLUMS. 
Ji'fg. ~~:~-Uo 1·erN in 
j'OUilg' J)Cfi.Ch, 
Article 16.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE PLUM. 
Black Knot (Pl01cwightia morbosa, (Schw.) Sacc.) - This dis-
ease appears as a black, rough swelling on the twigs. 
Cut out the diseased parts as soon as they appear, cutting several 
inches below the knot on the twigs and branches. If the disease is 
prevalent in the neighborhood, spraying with Bordeaux mixture just 
as the ·buds swell in spring and again just after the bloom falls, to 
prevent infection is desirable. 
Leaf Spo·t, Leaf Blight or Shot Hole Fungus ( Cylindrosporium 
Padi, Ka1'St. )-This disease causes small round spots, and later holes 
in the leaves. 
Spray with Bordeaux mixture or self..:boiled lime-sulphur when 
the calyx tube is off and again in two or three weeks. Do not use 
the Bordeaux mixture on Japanese plums. 
Brown Rot (Sclerotinia fructi,qena (P.) Schrt.)- This is the 
same disease as the Brown Rot of the peach. It affects the European 
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and J apanesse plmi1s worst and also the A mericani type of American 
plums. vVild Goose, \Vayland and others of the Hortulana type are 
not seriously affected. The Damsons are also largely resistant to the 
disease. 
To combat Brown Rot of the plum: first, select varieties that resist 
it; second, control Curculio and, third, spray thoroughly with self-
boiled lime-sulphur. The difficulty with spraying plums is that the 
spray does not stick well to the smooth surface of the plum, so spray-
ing for Brown Rot of the very susceptible plums is not as satisfactory 
.as spraying for it with peaches. . 
Curculio ( C onotraclzelus ucnuphar Hbst. ) -This is the same 
insect that infests the apple and peach. It is more troublesome with 
plums than with peaches or ar.ples. 
Spray with arsenate of lead, two pounds; lime, three pounds; 
water, fifty gallons. about the time the calyx tube is off, anrj again 
:in two or three vveeks. 
Article 17.-COMBINED SPRAYING FOR BLACK KNOT, LEAF SPOT, 
BROWN ROT AND CURCULIO OF THE PLUM. 
:Fig. 24--Young Jllutn fruits. 
U!>I>er f1 nits r~a<ly l'or 
ftt ~t SJlraylng for Cur .. 
<·ulio; ]ower fruit still 
utains the calyx tul>e (shulll<) so that the 
Ntnay eould not cover 
the nufact'. 
First Spraying-Just as the 
buds are swelling, using Bordeaux 
n; ixture, 4 : 4 : 50. 
Second Spraying-As soon as 
the calyx tube is off the young 
fruit, using Bordeaux mixture 2 : 
4 : 50, and arsenate of lead, twu 
ponnds; or self-boiled lime-sulphur 
8 : 8 : 50, (See Article 32. ) and 
arsenate of lead, two pounds; or 
boiled lime-sulphur, specific grav-
ity 1.008 (See Article 31 ) , with 
the arsenate of lead and excess 
lime. 
Third Spraying-About two 
weeks after the second, using the 
same mixture. 
Later Sprayings-As soon as 
Brown Rot appears, using Bor-
deaux mixture or self-boiled lime-
·sulphur. 
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SPRAYING CHERRIES. 
Article lB.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE CHERRY THAT MAY 
BE CONTROLLED BY SUMMER SPRAYING. 
Leaf Spot ( C~dindroporium Pa.di, Karst.) -This is the same 
disease that infects the plum. (See Article 16.) It is probably our 
worst cherry disease in Missouri, 
It can be controlled by spraying with Bordeaux mixture 2 : 3 : 50 
or self-boiled lime-sulphur, 7 : 7 : 50, (See Article 32,) or commercial 
lime-sulphur of a specific gravity 1.008. (See Article 31) , when the 
leaves are out; again about three weeks after the bloom falls, and 
again as soon as the fruit is off. It is very important that cherry 
trees be sprayed for this disease if they are to be kept in healthy 
condition. 
Powdery Mildew (Podosp lta cra oxyacanthac, De Bary.)-vVith 
this disease the young shoots and leaves become covered with 
white patches, the leaves fall early and the tree is much weakened. 
This disease is especially troublesome with young trees. 
It can be contrblled by spraying as directed for Leaf Spot. Young 
trees in the nursery should always be sprayed several times during 
the season with Bordeaux mixture, 2 : 3 : 50, self-boiled lime-sulphur 
7 : 7 : SO. (See Article 32), or boiled lime-sulphur, (Sec Article 31.) 
Curculio ( Conothraclzclus n,·nuphar, Hbst.) -This is the same 
insect that effects apples, peaches and plums. It is also very trouble-
some with the cherry and difficult to control. 
It is possible to diminsh Curculio injury by spraying as soon as the 
caylx tube is off the young fruit with arsenate of lead, two pounds 
to fifty gallons of water, using either lime, self-boiled lime-sulphur, 
or Bordeaux mixture to reduce the injury from the arsenate of lead. 
No later spraying can be given since the fruit ripens too quickly and 
later sprayings would discolor the fruit. 
Pear Slug (Eriocampoidrs limacina.)-This is the same insect 
described under the pear. (See Article 10.) 
It can be controlled by using arsenate of lead, unless the fruit . 
is so near ripe that it should not be sprayed with arsenate of lead. 
In this case, dry slaked lime dttsted on will kill the slug. 
Article 19.-COMBINED SPRAYING FOR CHERRY DISEASES AND 
INSECTS. 
First Spraying-After the leaves have begun to come out, but 
before the blooms are open, using Bordeaux mixtme 2 : 3 50, or 
some form of lime-sulphur. (See Articles 30, 31 and 32.) 
Second Spraying-As soon as the calyx tube is off the young 
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fruit with arsenate of lead paste, two pounds, and Bordeaux mixture 
2 : 3 : SO; or self-boiled lime-sulphur 7 : 7 : SO; or boiled lime-sulphur, 
specific gravity 1.008. (See Articles 30, 31, and 32.) 
Third Spraying-Just after the fruit is off, with Bordeaux mix-
ture, 2 : 3 : SO; or self-boiled lime-sulphur 7 : 7 : SO; or commercial 
lime sulphur 1.009. Arsenate of lead may need to be added to this 
for the Slug. 
SPRAYING GRAPES . . 
Article 20.-GRAPE DISEASES AND INSECTS. 
Black Rot (Guignardia Bid-wellii, (Ell.) V. & R.) -This is 
the most serious enemy of the grape. The dieease may be seen on 
the leaves as dark spots, showing larger on the under side of the leaves. 
It also affects the fruit, causing it to rot, the mummied fruit hanging on 
the bunches as shown in the figure. 
The disease is not easily controlled 
when it has become serious. Spray with 
Bordeaux mixture S : S : 50, (See Article 
30,) when about the third leaf is forming 
on the new shoot; just before the bloom 
opens and again just after the bloom 
falls, and give two more sprayings at inter-
vals of two weeks. If it is very rainy 
and the disease has been serious in other 
years, it will be necessary to give even 
more sprayings than this. A spraying just 
before a rain, however, will do more good 
than one given just after a rain. If the 
vineyard has been neglected, it may be im-
possible to entirely control the disease in 
a wet season, but it can be kept in check 
if spraying is done each year. It also 
pays to clean up the vineyard each year, 
cutting out all bunches of mummied fruit. 
Anthracnose ( S phaceloma ampelium, 
attacks the leaves, fruit and young shoots, 
Fig. 2:>.-Bia<ll< Uot in 
grape. 
Be By.)- This disease 
causing dark brown spots 
011 th e leaves, a nd spots on th e youn g- ~ hoot s \\ hi ch arc ln·fJ\\ n at 
li rst, liul la ter IJcColll C g rcy i ~ h . U n the l1erri cs it ca t1 sc ~ lm>ll'll s11n kcn 
spots. Fr01 11 the app 'ara nc of these spots , it is son1 d im cs l·;dl cd 
1\ird' s-Eyc l ~ol. Often th ey arc so dl'e p lh at the seeds arc expnsecl. 
T hi s is cont roll ed in the same 111ann cr a s 1\l ack Hot. 
FI J,;'. :W .- (:ruiH' un't•dt•tl \\illt llo\\'11.\' :\lild t'\\' . 
Downy Mildew 
( fl/asmof•ara l 7 iti-
,.nlo ( 1\ . & C) 
1\crl , l)e To n1 L') -
T his dis a sc af-
fects th e fruit , fol -
Iage , fl owe rs, and 
_l'iJUn g siif l,lt .-; and 
IL' ndri k Un th e 
ll'an·s it presents :1 
whiti s l1 , d(l ll II )' ap-
pc; lr: Jn cc <•11 the 
llll<kr sid . Th e 
di seased fruih tum 
dull hrflll"ll or blu-
ish :1nd f;Jl] olf in 
bunel1 s. 
Th is is controll d in the san1 c m:~ nn e r as lllarJ,; l ~n t. 
Insects of the Grape.- Til er arc in sec t;; thai infest the g rap 
111 Mi ssouri , hut none l11at a r :111y thin g- li ke so seriou s ;1s th e di se<tses . 
Phylloxera a fTcc ts son1 c var iLl ics, lntl il is nol seriiJt! sly l.rouhk-
some for va ri ·t i s g r011'n in Mi ssouri . 
Plum Curculio.- TI1 fruit o f th e grape is not s ·t earl y enough 
for the Curculio t a fT t it in th e ea rly par t o f th e season, ancl var ie-
ti es !hat rip n in th e ar ly pa rt o f August arc not u s u :~ ll y injur d by 
Curculi . ll owcvcr , fc ding punctures 111 adc hy the C: urctilio when 
it comes out in th e fa ll may b found on the late ripening va ri eti es. 
Th e b st means o f controlling thi s is by sack ing. 
Sacking Grapes.-Most of the se rious di seases o f th e g rap , 
and insec ts su h as urculio n th e la te g- rapes ca n be avo i led by 
sacking; th at is by cove ring th lun ches with a two-pound pap r bag, 
pinning it ov r th should r of th hunch at th top and leav ing a 
hole in the bott m fo r th · water to run out. 
2r,.z ;\! lssoL' RI AcHIL' ULTl ' IL\L I ~X I ' I ·:I{ I~II ·: r-:T :-;T.\TIIJi'\ . l \1 '1.u:T1:-.: 10.2. 
SPRAYING STRAWBERRIES. 
Article 21.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE STRAWBERRY. 
Leaf Blight ( ,1/ yrus-
f'lltlt'rr'ila 1-'l·o,;aria,·. Tul. 
f. i11<l a. ·) - Thi~ di ~c< I ~C' 
r:1 u ~c.., ~ pol s nn the lea \ ' l' S 
~ ne ll a ~ th<-,..,e ~ lll l\\ ' 11 in l11 e 
li g-11rl'. \\ ' ith sn1nc \'aril'lics 
it \'LT\' Sl'r i,,ll sh · \\'~·ake n s 
. . 
th e pl <t nh. \ · : 1ri c ti c~ lil,l' 
. \1'1111:1 :11HJ (;;(11 11\· \'l'l'\ ' 
largcl_1· n: ~ i s t it. 
:-; pr :1y 11 it h I:, 11·dcau x 
1ni :d lll'l' (:-;l·e t\rtick 30.) 
:1fln the l' I' IIJl is h:II'IT~ t c d. 
pr,,J, ; Jid,~ · :1 ftcr l'l'lll'll'ing ha s 
IJ CC II cJ,Jn l'. iiiHI g i\'l' tli l ' l'~· 
"r four IIIOIT SJ ' r :1_1' in g~ ;II 
intcr\ · : d ~ nf t II'IJ \l'l'l'k ..,. ()II 
hdh· infl'\'ll'd beds after 
th l' l'l'llp i.., 11J( 1110\\' l'l'l'l'_\'-
thillg' d,JII'n :1 nd let it cln· 
l · i ;.: . '!7.-~ ft·a\\ht · t' t',\ lt •al' "' ho \\IIIJ.{ S lne\\ ~U't'l',\ 
Le·u l' Bli #-:'I:L 
:11 1d l•un1 ~~rr 11·hcn thl'l'l ' i ~ :1 IJri .., J.; 11'i 1HJ a 11d f,JJI"'I ' ll'itll a ~ pra _1 . 111g. 
Strawberry Leaf Roller ( 1'/l o.rof'lais nunf'lriiUI. J.' r" ld.i Thv 
:1d 11it " f thi s in st·t·t ~ ~ :1 11 11•th th :1t :q>pl':tr s 111 th e spr111 g. dc -
pn .., ili llg' l'gg~ 1111 til<.· k ;1vcs. \\ ' IIL' n tl1 e egg- .., h;l! c ll . IIIL' larva· feed 
upon th e ka1Ts, fnldin g the ieal 'l's <•1-er <111d f<~ s l<.· 11in g- th<.'l ll by lll e<JilS 
"f :1 s ilk en thre:1d. Til t·\' thu s cal only n 11 th e inners id e 11f thi s 
foldl'd il'af . Til l'\' !-><>llll'l illll';. s<.Ti1H1 sly injure till ' p lants. causing 
the111 lo dry up. Th ere arl' II\ I\ ili'IHH! s a ·' L': lr. Th t· ;.<.'L'Il :HI hmo:l 
appl'ars ,. hnrtl y aftn the ;. [rail lnrics have la'L'I l gal lll'l'l'< i. 
Tl 1e surest remedy for thi s i n ~ert is to mow d<111·n th e p l ;~nts ;111cl 
II'L'ecl s and burn the l1ed <d'f shortly afll'r the s tr:t\\' lJl'IT ies hal' l' heen 
picked. :-; praying 11·hcn tl1c !J e rrie ~ are a iH lll l !ll ll' l1;d f g ro ll' n ll'ith 
a r ~ l' ni c; 1l poi son \\'i ll ki ll th e in s<.Tl, hut it is clil 'li cu lt !1 1 spr;l_\ ' straw-
be rri es :~ s they a re ~o -. rH'n ripe :1 ft e r th ey se t. T hl' hu1'11i11 g o iT 
pr"LT;.s l'l'L'Ollllll <.: ll clecl doc~ not ;.ec: n to l>c cn tircl_,. hannll:...,.., l1 1 th e 
.., tra 11·1,<.•JT_1' li e lcl . a" o <.·ca,. ionall y ~o 111 e plants ll' ill J, c k il led and it 11·ill 
t il11 '- IJc 111nre dinl cult 111 sec ure <1 g-olld rm1· for th e ne x t ye::1r. 
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Strawberry False Worm (Harpipho-nts maculatus, Nort. )- The 
adult of this insect, a fly, appears in spring depositing eggs on 
the leaves in April or early May. The eggs hatch in about two 
weeeks into slug-like inseects that eat holes through the leaves, some-
times skeletonizing them. 
Since the insect feeds upon the leaves it can be killed by spraying. 
However, it is often difficult to spray with arsenical poisons without 
having some of the poison still on the fruit when it is ripe since the 
strawberries are so soon ripe after they set. On a small bed, pow-
dered white hellebore may be used at the rate of one pound in three 
gallons of water. This does not harm the fruit for eating purposes. 
May Beetle or White Grub (Lachnostcrna. fusca ., Frohl. )-The 
white grub that bothers us in the garden sometimes may be a fairly 
troublesome insect in the strawberry field. The insect feeds upon 
the roots of some plants, especially grasses. \iVhen the Jield is plowed 
up, if they are munerous they may feed upon the strawberry root 
and do considerable harm. 
The remedy is to grow some other crop than grass or strawberries 
on the land until they are starved out. 
Crown Borer (T)'lodcrma. frayariac, Riley) - The adult of 
this insect is a hcetle somewhat similar to the Plum Curculio. They 
deposit their eggs in June or early July. The eggs hatch into larvre 
that cat their way into the crown and there in feeding, mine out the 
crown more or less. 
These beetles do not migrate very badly, so the best remedy is 
to rotate the crop, putting no strawbenies on land that has been in 
strawberries during the previous few years, provided these insects are 
serious. 
SPRAYING BLACKBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES. 
Article 22.-DISEASES OF THE BLACKBERRY AND RASPBERRY. 
Anthracnose ( Clocospol"iu rn Z1Cnctmn, Speg. )-This disease af-
fects especially the black raspberry, but it is found also on the black-
berry. Light colored spots like those shown in the figure are to be 
observed on the canes. It may very seriously weaken the canes so 
that only a small crop can be ripened. 
It pays to ct1t out and burn all infected canes. Spray with Bor-
deaux mixture when the leaf buds are about to open, and two or 
three other times at intervals of two weeks. The most important 
remedy is to get varieties that are resistant. Thus the Kansas black 
raspberry is not nearly so badly injured by Anthracnose as most other 
varieties. 
Orange Rust ( Gym1wconiiL Pee kiana, Howe.) -This disease af-
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fects the leaves and young shoots of the blackberry and raspberry. 
The spore bodies make orange colored patches on the under side of 
the leaves. 
Dig up and burn all plants showing any signs of the disease. 
Do . not keep the planting too long on the same land, and use Rust 
resisting varieties, such as Eldorado and Snyder. 
SPRAYING GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS . 
. Article 23.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE GOOSEBERRY AND 
CURRANT. 
Mildew (Sphaerotheca MorHtvae. Schw. B. & C.) -This dis-
•ease shows a grayish white color on the leaves at first, later becom-
ing dull brown. It also affects the fruit. The disease attacks both 
the gooseberry and currant. 
Spray with Bordeaux mixture or potassium sulphide (see Articles 
30 and 33.) just after the buds are beginning to swell, and at intervals 
.of ten days until the fruit is picked. After the fruit is one-half 
,grown, the potassium sulphide is more desirable than Bordeaux mix-
ture since it is more easily washed from the picked fruit. 
Leaf Spot ~Septoria Ribis, Desm.)- This disease appears as 
1arge spots with pale centers and brown borders. It attacks both the 
·Currant and gooseberry. 
Bordeaux mixture is necessary to control this disease. It should 
be applied when the buds are swelling, and at intervals of ten days or 
two weeks until the fruit is one-half grown. 
Imported Cwrant Worm (Nematus ventricosus, Comst.)-The 
The adult of this insect appears in April or May and in about ten 
days the eggs hatch into dull, white larvae which later become yellow-
ish-green and dotted over with many black spots. When full grown 
they are about three-fourths of an inch long. They are ravenous 
feeders and one brood may stroip a bush of all of its leaves. There 
:are two broods a year so spraying will be necessary after the fruit 
-is off. 
For the first spraying use arsenate of lead with the Bordeaux 
mixture applied for Leaf Spot just after the fruit is set If a spraying 
-is necessary after the fruit is picked, use arsenate of lead, two pounds 
to the fifty gallons of water. · 
Currant Span Worm (Diastictis ribearia, Comst.)- This is a 
small measuring worm that appears just as the leaves open. When 
it is full grown it is about one inch long. If disturbed the caterpillars 
drop toward the ground by means of a web. 
They are combated in the same manner as the Imported Currant 
Worm. 
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San Jose Scale (Aspidiotus perniciostts.)-This insect attacks the 
currant very readily, though it is not common on the gooseberry. 
It is combated in the same manner as with apple and peach trees. 
SPRAYING ASPARAGUS. 
Article 24.-ASPARAGUS RUST. 
Asparagus Rust (Puccinia Asparagi, Dec.)-This disease pro-
duces reddish-black pustules on the stems of the asparagus plants, and 
very greatly weakens them so the crop the next year will be small. 
Spraying with Bordeaux mixture does not control this disease. 
Dusting sulphur on the plants will control it in California, but this 
remedy would probably not be so effective in Missouri. The best 
means of combating the Rust in Missouri is to first choose varieties 
that are least susceptible. The Palmetto variety seems to be much 
less susceptible than others, and it should generally be grown. Second, 
rust is not so serious on plants that are kept in a vigorous condition. 
Good cultivation to converse an abundance of moisture is very highly 
desirable. On one season irrigated plants on the Missouri Experi-
ment Station grounds were almost entirely free from Rust while 
plants not irrigated suffered seriously from it. 
SPRAYING POTATOES. 
Article 25.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE POTATO. 
Late Blight and Rot (Phytophtom infcstans, Mont.) - This 
disease appears late in the season during damp, muggy weather. 
At first it appears as small brown spots on the lower leaves, but if 
the weather remains wet, finally the whole plant will entirely decay. 
The tubers may also be attacked while in the field or after they are 
taken to storage. 
To combat, plant potatoes only on ground that has not had in-
fected potatoes growing on it. Use uninfected seed potatoes. Spray 
with Bordeaux mixture 5 : 5 : 50, when the plant is about six inches 
high, and give at least three more sprayings at intervals of ten days 
to two weeks. 
Early Blight (Mac?'ospori~tm S olani, E. & M.) - This dis-
ease appears early in the life of the potato plant and causes brown 
spots on the leaves. It is not so destructive as Late Blight, but 
by injuring the leaves it will diminish the crop. 
Spray as direced for late Blight. 
Scab (Oospora scabies, Thaxter.)-This disease causes the 
scabby appearance so often seen on potato tubers. 
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Do not plant on ground from which scabby potatoes have been 
·dug. Keep from infecting the new land by dipping the seed potatoes 
for two hours in a mixture of one pint of formalin to thirty gallons 
of water, before the potatoes are cut, 
Colorado Potato Beetle (Doryphora dcccmlincata.)-This 1s a 
r& 
' 1 
J•"ig. 28.-Colorndo l'otnto Hee.tl ... 
~:hort striped beetle. The immature and full grown insects both feed 
ravenously on the potato plants. 
Spray with arsenate of lead, two and one-half pounds to fifty 
,tallons of water as soon as the insect appears. lf the field is being 
sprayed for Blight or Leaf Spot, the arsenate of lead may be added to 
the Bordeaux mixture in the same proportion. 
Flea Beetle · ( Crcpidod era ( E pitrix) cucumcris) --These are 
small insects that have sucking mouth parts and puncture the leaves. 
The greatest danger is that the Late and Early Blight may enter 
through these punctures. 
Since they are sucking insects, they are not easily combated by 
spraying. However, Bordeaux mixture seems to do some good be-
-cause it is distasteful to the insect, though it does not kill it. 
SPRAYING TOMATOES. 
Article 26.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE TOMATO. 
Damping Off (Pythium de Baryanu.m, Hesse.)- This disease 
appears as a rotting of the stems near the top of the ground in .the 
plant bed. · 
It can be largely checked in many cases by careful watering. 
Water only when necessary and then water very thoroughly. By 
this method the ground near the top may be dry most of the time 
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and infectioti prevented. The soil in the plant bed should not be 
a soil infected with the disease, that is it should not be a soil on 
which plants that have showti this trouble have been previously grown. 
A layer of dry sand scattered over the surface followed by a spraying 
with Bordeaux mixture may be beneficial. 
Bacterial Wilt; Blight (Bacillus solanaccarum, Env. Smith )-
This disease appears as a shedding of the foliage and browning 
of the wood. The infected plants wilt tirst at the top; later the 
entire plant turns yellow, wilts and dies. 
Spraying \.vith Bordeaux mixtme or other fungicides does not con-
trol this disease except that the use of Bordeaux mixture seeems to 
reduce the number of punctures from Flea Beetles and this will 
diminish the number of points of infection. A crop of to:natoes 
should not be grown on soil where tomato plants have previously 
shown this disease. The plants should not be grown in a plant bed 
where this disease has been observed. 
Leaf Spot (Septaria L)'copcrsici, Sperg.)- This disease pro-
duces small roundish dark brown spots on the leaves and ste ns. 
The lower leaves are attacked first and die and fall off. 'J'he vitality 
of the plant is reduced and the crop is din1inished, especially in the 
latter part of the season. 
This disease is successfully controlled by spraying with Dordcaux 
mixture. The first spraying should he given before the plants have 
been taken from the seed bed; the second tive or six days after 
transplanting; the others should be given at intervals of ten days 
or two weeks when the tomatoes are beginning to mature. 
If the to:natoes are grown for city market where only the f] rst to 
ripen are prolltable, it may not be profitable to spray. 
Downy Mildew ( Ph_ytopthora infcstalls, De By.) -See under 
Late Blight of Potatoes (Article 25.) 
Tomato Worm ( Phlcgathontius cclcus.)-The tomato wor.m is 
too common to need description. 
It may be controlled by picking them oit. which is very trouble-
some and disagreeable, or it can be entirely controlled by spraying 
with arsenate of lead, two and one-half pounds in fifty gallons of 
water, when the worms appear. If it is necessary to spray when 
the fruit is ripe, of course the fruit should be washed or the spray 
rubbed off of it before it is eaten. There is no great danger from 
its use, however, since the amount of arsenic present · is so small as 
to be practically harmless. 
Cut Worms.- Cut worms are too common to need descr iption. 
They may be controlled to some extent at least by the use of 
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bran mash containing Paris green or some other arsenical poison in 
little piles over the field. 
Flea Beetle (Crepidodera (Epetrix) eueumeris, Sal. ) - See 
under potatoes (Article 25.) 
SPRAYING BEANS. 
Article 27.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE BEAN. 
Anthracnose ( C olletotrich~tm Lindemuthianum, Sacc. & Mgn. 
Bri & Cav.)-This disease causes brown pits or spots on the pods, 
stems and leaves. It is carried over from one season to another in the 
seed. It is imperative, therefore, that the seeds used be free from 
this disease. If it is not certain that they are free, it is well to soak 
'the seed in a strong ammoniacal copper carbonate solution (see Article 
34) or possibly dip them in Bordeaux mixture. The plants should be 
sprayed with Bordeaux mixture when they are two or three inches 
high, and again in ten days, and once more after the small pods have 
set. 
Weevil (Bruchtts obtect~ts.)-This insect deposits eggs in the 
pods of the growing plants and breeds also in the stored seed. 
It is combated by treating the seed with carbon bisulphide, one 
ounce to each one hundred pounds of seed. Of course the seed should 
be in a tight box. The liquid is poured on the · top of the beans and 
the box tightly closed. Care should be tal.;:en in handling carbon hi- -
sulphide since it if catches fire it will explode. 
SPRAYING CABBAGE, CAULIFLOWER, KALE, ETC. 
Article 28.-DISEASES AND INSECTS OF THE CABBAGE FAMILY. 
Black Rot (Pseudomonas campetris (Pamel) Erw. Smith)-
This disease is first noticed on the outer leaves of cabbage, cauliflower, 
kale, etc., the leaves turning yellow and dying in spots. The veins 
turn dark brown or black. From the margins the disease progresses 
downward to the ste:11s, and from them upward through the center 
of the head. In addition to cabbage, the disease also affects turnips, 
kale, cauliflower, and other plants of this type. 
Black Rot can not be controlled by spraying. Infection must be 
kept out of the seed; therefore, cabbage should not be planted the 
second year on land where any indications of this disease have been 
observed, and infected cabbage or turnips should not be fed to stock 
if the manure is going to be used on the place where cabbage is to be 
grown, or in the plant bed. Especially avoid the use in the plant bed 
of any soil or manure that could possibly be infected with the disease. 
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During the season watch closely and remove all affected leaves as soon 
as they appear, since this may prevent the disease from getting into 
the main stem and from there back up into the head. 
Cut Worms.- These are well known insects that cut off the 
young plants at the top of the ground. 
Use bran mash with Paris green or other arsenical poison in little 
piles over the patch, or dust flour containing Paris green, one ounce 
to a quart of flour, on the plants. This last will run down to the 
ground and the cut worms eating it will be killed. In some small 
gardens this last remedy has been found very satisfactory. 
Cabbage Worms (Pieris rapae.)-This well known worm of the 
cabbage plant is the larva of the white butterfly that is always seen 
flying about the cabbage field. 
Spray with arsenate of lead until the head is say one-half to two-
thirds as large as when we intend to cut it. There is little danger, 
however, from spraying with arsenate of lead even near the time the 
cabbage is to be used, since the outer leaves of the head will always 
be discarded. On account of the slick, waxy nature of the surface of 
the cabbage leaves, the water containing the spray mixture does not 
spread over the leaves, but runs together into drops and rolls off. If 
common laundry soap is dissolved in the spray at the rate of two bars 
to fifty gallons of the spray, the liquid will then spread over the leaves 
in a very satisfactory manner. This soap is most quickly dissolved by 
boiling it in about a gallon of water. The spray mixture should be 
stirred vigorously after the soap solution is poured into it. 
Harlequin Cabbage Bug (Murgantia histronica.)-This is the 
bright colored bug, nearly one-half an inch long, that is often seen on 
the kale, cabbage, etc. It comes in large numbers in early spring. 
It can not be controlled by spraying with a spray that does not 
also injure the cabbage plants. It may sometimes be killed by planting 
radishes in the cabbage patch and spraying them with kerosene when 
the insect is feeding upon them, thus killing the insect as well as the 
radish plants. 
SPRAYING CUCUMBERS AND MELONS. 
Article 29.-DISEASES OF CUCUMBERS AND MELONS. 
Downy Mildew or Leaf Mold (Plasmopara cubensis, B. & C. 
Humphrey)-This disease develops in hot, damp weather, causing 
angular brown spots on the leaves; often causing the death of the 
entire leaf. 
Spray every two weeks with Bordeaux mixture for cucumbers. 
This spraying does not seem to be effective on melons. 
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Striped Cucumber Beetle (Diabrotica vittata)-This is a yellow 
and black striped beetle which appears in large numbers and destroys 
the foliage badly. 
It may be combated first, by covering the plants with a cheese 
cloth frame. Second, in some cases the number of punctures from it 
may be reduced by spraying with Bordeaux mixture and arsenate o± 
lead, as this sprayed on the leaves seems to be distasteful to the in-
sects. Third, probably the most important, sow enough seed in 
the hill that soa1e of the plants may be injured and yet leave enough 
healthy plants for a good stand. 
Melon Plant Louse (Aphis .r;osc'ypii.) -This is a small sucking 
insect similar to the other plant lice mentioned, and may entirely cover 
the leaves of the melons or cucumbers, causing the prematnre death 
of the vines. 
It may be combated with kerosene emulsion if spraying is thor-
ough. (See Artilcle 41.) However, the best remedy is to spray with 
some form of tobacco extract such as Black Leaf Forty, or Ho:11e-
made Tobacco Tea (see Articles 43, 44, 45.) 
FUNGICIDES OR SPRAYS FOR PLANT DISEASES. 
Article 30.-BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 
This fungicide is made by combining a solution of sulphate of 
copper (blue vitriol) with a solution of lime. This resulting substance 
is not soluble in water, but very slowly goes to the bottom of the liquid. 
It is a fioculent, pasty substance that sticks exceedingly well to the 
leaves. 
The strength of Bordeaux mixture is generally given in terms 
of fifty gallons. Thus standard Bordeaux mixture 4:4 :50 means that 
there are four pounds of sulphate of copper, four pounds of lime and 
fifty gallons of water. Bordeaux mixture 2 :3 :50 means that there 
are two pounds of sulphate of copper, three pounds of lime in Jifty 
gallons of water. . 
Value of Bordeaux Mixture.- Bordeaux mixture is one of the 
oldest and the best known and most widely used fungicides. It will 
control more fungous diseases than any other known fungicides used 
for spraying. Thus it is effective on apples against Apple Scab, Bitter 
Rot, Apple Blotch, and practically all other fungous diseases which' 
may be controlled by summer spraying. It sticks to the foliage better 
than any known fungicide and is probably slightly less expensive than . 
any other fungicide of equal effectiveness. 
Bordeaux Injury.- While Bordeaux mixture is a very effective 
spray, it is usually fairly harmless to the fruit and foliage. However, 
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there will likely be a slight yellowing and browning of the leaves due 
to injury from the use of Bordeaux mixture. Another more serious 
injury is observed on the fruit. The apples may sometimes be coated 
with russet caused by injury to the skin from Bordeaux mixture. The 
two sprayings at which this injury is to be observed are those just 
after the bloom falls when the apple is still coated with a tender, hairy 
covering. At this time the skin is very easily injured and if Bordeaux 
mixture is used, it is used at a strength not greater than two pounds 
of blue stone and three pounds of lime to fifty gallons of water. 
Equipment fo,r Making Bordeaux Mixture.- The first essential 
for making Bordeaux mixture is a supply of lime and sulphate of 
·copper from which it is made. Before the spraying season begins, 
it is certainly desirable that enough sulphate of copper be pmchased 
to last through the second spraying after the bloom's fall. If the 
orchard is in a section where there has been great danger from frost, 
it may be desirable not to order more than this amount and to place 
a second order when it is plain that there is going to be a crop. How-
ever, the first three sprayings may be given before we know whether 
or not there will be a crop, and it is so important that they be given 
at the right time, that sufficient sulphate of copper to give them shoulG 
always be ordered during the winter. 
The price of sulphate of copper will vary from five to eight cents, 
usually six or seven cents being the price in barrel lots. If the lime 
can be secured from local dealers of course it may be purchased as 
needed. The lime used should always be fresh stone lime of good 
quality. If it is impossible to secure this stone lime, a fair grade of 
Bordeaux mixtme may be made from hydrated lime. In this case, 
however, we should use one and one-third times as much as we would 
use of stone lime. Thus in the case of 4 :4 :50 Bordeaux mixture, we 
should use about five and one-half pounds of hydrated lime. 
The sulphate of copper and lime must be brought together in very 
dilute solutions for the best Bordeaux mixture. The sulphate of cop-
per requires a considerable length of time to dissolve in water, and 
considerable time is required for slaking the lime. For these reasons 
it is best to have a mixing plant for making Bordeaux mixture. This 
mixing plant should consist of a stock solution tank in which enough 
sulphate of copper may be dissolved to last through one spraying, if 
not through several. The sulphate of copper is usually dissolved in 
water at the rate of one pound to the gallon, so it is only necessary to 
dip from the stock solution tank one gallon in order to get one pound 
of sulphate of copper. Then there is necessary for the lime, an 
elevated slaking box in which the lime may be slaked and drawn down 
into a stock solution tank. In this case also one pound of li '11e should 
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be dissolved in a gallon of water. The lime of course should be 
weighed before this slaking. Two dilution tanks such as is shown in 
the figure are also necessary, one for sulphate of copper and the other 
for lime. In these tanks the substances are diluted before they are 
run together into a mixing tank or the spray tank. All of these tanks 
should be on an elevated platform so that the liquid can be run out 
Fig. 29.-E,Htipl:nent for JujxlnJ: Ror,leaux. 1nixture. No 1, 
elevated watu SUJ>PIY tanl<. No. 2, stod< solution tank for 
sulphate of ""Pi>eJ·. No. 5, stod< Rolution tank for lime. 
No. 6, elevated slaldng box for lime. No. 3, tank for clilut-
inl:' sulphate . <>C cnx>per solution. No. 4, tank for diluting 
lime solution. Nos. 3 ancl 4 each have attached a hose 
through whi<lh the diluted solutions are •·un together 
through the strainer into the spray tank. No. 7, a strainer. 
of them into the spray tank below. Where water pressure is not 
available an elevated water tank is needed to supply water to these 
stock solution tanks, or in some cases a good pump run by a gasoline 
engine may take the place of the elevated water tank. In this case 
the water would be pumped direct from a pond or wll into the stock 
solution tanks and the dilution tanks. A good strainer is an essential 
part of the equipment. There are various types of strainers, but 
probably ope like that shown in the figure where the strainer comes 
together in the center making four slanting surfaces through which 
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the liquid can run is the most desirable type. This allows the sedi-
ment to settle down toward the bottom, leaving plenty of straining 
surface about it. 
Making Bordeaux Mixture.- The process of making Bordeaux 
mixture with a plant like this would then be as follows:. First in 
making the sulphate of copper stock solution, assuming that the tank 
holds 100 gallons, the tank should be filled nearly full of water, then 
100 pounds of the sulphate of copper should be weighed out and placed 
in a gunny sack or some other porous material and suspended just in 
the top of the liquid. If it is poured into the bottom of the barrel it 
will be some months probably before it would all be dissolved unless 
hot water is used. Then assuming that the lime stock solution barrel 
holds 100 gallons, we should weigh out 100 pounds of good stone lime, 
slake it in the elevated · slaking box and draw it out, usually through 
a strainer, into the lime stock solution tank and fill the tank up to 100 
gallons. 
Now suppose it is desired to make 200 gallons of Bordeaux mix-
ture at a strength of 4 :4 :50. After stirring, sixteen gallons of the 
sulphate of copper stock solution should be dipped into the sulphate 
g B No.2. No.a No.+ No.S, 
Ji"ig. 30.-J~ouhnnent for Jnixlng Ror<len.ux n1ixture 
In r> sm~tll way. No. l, lim" Hhtl<lng box. No. 2, 
•tocl< Holutlon l>arrel j'or lime. No. 3, Htoclc 8olu-
tion barrel for •ulphate of <!opper. No. 4, barrel 
HPrllY I>ump. No. 5, hu<•lcet for dlpJ>ing and mea•-
urlng Htoclc Aolution•. Two •uch buclcets would 
he highly desirable. 
of copper dilution tank and this tank filled up to 100 gallons. Then 
the lime stock solution barrel should be stirred thoroughly and sixteen 
gallons dipped from it into the lime dilution tank. Then the contents 
of these dilution tanks should be run through a strainer into a separat~ 
mixing .tank or directly into the spray tank. 
If it is desired to make only 100 gallons of the mixture, one-half 
of these quantities should be used in all cases, or if it is desired to 
make only fifty gallons of the mixture, one-fourth of these quantities 
should be used. 
In the same manner if a mixture of 2 :3 :50 is desired, to make 200 
gallons, eight gallons of the sulphate of copper stock solution woula 
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be dipped into the dilution tank and water to make 100 gallons added; 
and twelve gallons of lime stock solution would be dipped into the 
lime dilution tank and water to make 100 gallons added. 
\ Vith small orchards where a mixing plant would be too expen,-
sive, only .a stock solution barrel for sulphate of copper and one for 
lime need be used. Then if fi fty gallons of 4 :4:50 Bordeaux mixture 
is to be made, dip four gallons of the sulphate of copper stock solution 
into the spray barrel, add ten or twelve gallons of water, dip four 
gallons of the lime stock solution into the same spray barrel and fill 
it up vvith water. 
Combining Bordeaux Mixture With Insecticides.--\Vhen Bor-
deaux mixure is being used there will likely be also insects to control 
and it is nearly always practiced to combine arsenate of lead with 
Bordeaux mixture. For 200 gallons of Bordeaux mixture, eight to 
twelve pounds of arsenate of lead paste or four to six pounds of dry 
arsenate o f lead would be mixed with sufficient water to make it into 
a thin paste and poured into the spray tank with the Bordeaux mix-
ture. 
Article 31.-LIME SULPHUR. 
The ]:oiled lime-sulphur such as can be purchased fro:n a large 
number of firms or can be made at home, was used at first only as 
an insecticide. However, it has come to be used very largely as a 
summer fungicide. In the summer when the leaves are on, it can not 
be used at anything like so great a strength as that at which it is used 
when the tree is in the dormant condition. 
Value of Lime-Sulphur as a Fungicide.- A considerable number 
of tests of lime-sulphur as a fungicide have been made and in 
nearly all cases it has proved a valuable spray against Apple Scab 
and some other of the less important summer diseases. However, 
against Apple Blotch and Bitter Rot it has not been effective. It can 
not, therefore, take the place of Bordeaux mixture in sections where 
these diseases are prevalent. The reason for using lime-sulphur in-
stead of Bordeaux mixture is that it causes somewhat less injury to 
the fruit. Thus as a rule apples sprayed with lime-sulphur are not 
russeted, and they therefore have a better color than those Sl)rayed 
with Bordeaux mixture. 
Lime~Sulphur Injury.- Lime-sulphur, however, does cause con-
siderable injui-y to the foliage under some conditions. The injury 
to the foliage from the use of lime-sulphur cai1 be readily told from 
the injury due to the use of Bordeaux mixture. In the case of Bor-
deaux mixture the injury never appears soon after the spraying is 
done, while in the case of lime-sulphur, if there is to be any injury 
to the foliage it will begin to appear almost as soon as the leaves are 
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dry after the spraying. The lime-sulphur injury is greater with a 
drenching spray, thus the first spraying after the bloom falls, which 
must be a drenching spray, is likely to be the one when lime-sulphur 
injury will show greatly. 
Determining the Strength at Which Lime-Sulphur Should Be· 
Used.- In determining the strength to use lime-sulphur, it should 
always be reckoned in terms of specific gravity. Usually the li .11e-
sulphur should not be used on the foliage at a strength 
shown by a specific gravity greater than 1.009. To de-
termine the specific gravity of the concentrated lime-
sulphur solution, it is necessary to have a hydrometer 
such as that shovvn in the figure. I t would be very 
much more convenient if the orchardist should secure 
a hydrometer \Vith the specific gravity readings on the 
scale instead of Dem1me readings from which a table 
must Le consulted to determine the specifi c gravity. 
Several compames make these hydrometers at the 
present time. 
To determine the Sj)ecific gravity of the concen-
'Fig. :ll-11~·- ~ 
11. r 0 m <•t.<'r tratecl lime-sttl].)]lUr, lower the hydrometer into a deC{) fo1· te!'iting 
tlw strength .f! ..lass vessel filled with lime-sulj)l1Ur and note the read-( s Jl <' " i II•·· ;:;::~:;.;~~;.,.t;:[ ing just at the top of the liquid. Now to determine the 
::·::~,; :~:.!: number of gallons of water to be added to one gallon 
tions. of concentrated lime-sulphur, divide the decimal of the 
specific gravity of the concentrated lime-sulphur by the decimal of the 
standard it is decided to use. Thus, say the specific gravity of the 
concentrated lime-sulphur is 1.270, we would divide the decimal of 
this figure by the decimal of our standard which is 1.009; thus .270 
divided by .009 would give 30. \ Ve would thus add one gallon of 
the concentrated li :ne-sulphur to thirty gallons of water. Assume that 
the specitic gravity of the concentrate was 1.288, then .288 divided by 
.009 would give us 32. In this case we would add one gallon of the 
concentrated lime-sulphur to thirty-two gallons of water. It will thus 
be seen that the use of the hydrometer makes it possible for us to be 
accurate in diluting the lime-sulphur. It further makes it possible for 
the orchardist to know the value of the lime-sulphur he may be buy-
ing. Thus, if a barrel of lime-sulphur should show a specific gravity 
of 1.24 and another should show a specific gravity of 1.28, the last 
would be one worth one-sixth or 16 2-3'1'(, more than the former. Since 
the specific gravity is determined by the amount of the sulphur com-
pounds in the solution, the greater the specific gravity, the more val-
uable the lime-sulphur. 
Making Lime-Sulphur.- Lime-sulphur equal to anything that 
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can be purchased, can be made at ho:ne by the orchardist. To make 
a barrel (fifty gallons) of lime-sulphur, sixty pounds of lime and 125 
pounds of sulphur should be used. The lime may be slaked and made 
into a thin paste and the sulphur added to this, and the t wo together 
worked into a paste and this poured into a cooking kettle or tank. 
Enough water should be added that with the evaporation there wiiT 
still be left fifty gallons after the cooking. The liquid should then be 
brought to the boiling point and kept boiling for one hour. This boil-
ing is best done with steam turned in at the bottom since the steam 
would thus stir the liquid as it cooks. However, equally good lime-
sulphur· can be made by boiling in a kettle 
with fire underneath. In this case, how-
ever, the liquid must be constantly stirred 
while over the fire. If a kettle is 
used it should hold about fifteen gallons 
more than the fifty gallons, since the evap-
oration will be greater with this method 
than if steam i.;> turned through. After the 
boiling is over, the liquid should be clear 
red. This should be drawn off into tight 
containers and kept so that it is not ex-
posed to the air, and probably it should not l ' ig. 32.-A desirable form of l<ettle for cool<ing 
be permitted to freeze. lime-•ulpllur. 
The lime used for making lime-sulphur should be a good grade, 
and the sulphur inay be either flowers of sulphur or sulphur flour, 
light or heavy. · 
Combining Lime-Sulphur with Arsenate of Lead.- Since this lime-
sulphur is to be used as a substitute for Bordeaux mixture, just 
as in the case of Bordeaux mixture, it is desirable to combine it with 
an insecticide and spray for both insects and diseases at the same time. 
It has been found that arsenate of lead may be very satisfactorily com-
bined with the lime-sulphur in summer spraying. For 200 gallons of 
the lime-sulphur eight or ten pounds of arsenate of lead paste will be 
needed. This can best be added by pouring it into the filled spray 
tank after mixing it with a quantity of water sufficient to make a thin 
paste. 
Article 32.-SELF-BOILED LIME-SULPHUR. 
Neither Bordeaux mixture nor the boiled lime-sulphur are desir-
able as a summer spray for peaches under Missouri conditions. Re-
cently through the agency of Professor Scott of the Bureau of Plant 
Industry, a spray has come into use that is entirely harmless to the 
foliage of peaches if properly made. This is self-boiled lime-sulphur. 
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It is commonly used at a strength of about eight pounds of sulphur 
and eight pounds of lime, to fifty gallons of water. Probably a 
strength not so great as this would be entirely effective. Only good 
stone lime should be used in its making, and either flowers of sulphur 
or sulphur flour may be used. The following are the directions given 
by Professor Scott, the introducer of this spray, for making: 
"Place the lime in a barrel and pour on enough water to start it 
to slaking, and to keep the sulphur off the bottom of t!J.e barrel. Then 
add the sulphur, which should first be worked through a sieve to break 
up the lumps, and finally pour in enough water to slake the lime into 
a paste. Considerable stirring is necessary to prevent caking at the 
bottom. (This stirring may be done very satisfactorily with a hoe.) 
After the violent boiling which accompanies the slaking of the lime 
is over, the mixture should be diluted ready for spraying, or at least 
enough cold water added to stop the cooking. Five to fifteen minutes 
are required for the process, according to whether the lime is quick 
acting or sluggish. The intense heat seems to break up the particles 
of sulphur into about the physical condition of precipitated sulphur, 
and the violent boiling makes a good mechanical mixture of the lime 
and sulphur. Only a small percentage of the sulphur-enough to im-
prove the adhesivenes of the mixture-goes into solution, but if the 
hot mass is allowed to stand as a thick paste, the sulphur continues 
to unite with the lime, and at the end of thirty or forty minutes enough 
of the reddish liquid is produced to burn peach foliage, and even apple 
foliage in some cases. Hence, the necessity for cooling the mixture 
as soon as the lime is well slaked. 
"The mixture should be strained through a sieve of twenty meshes 
to the inch in order to remove the coarse particles of lime, but all the 
sulphur should be worked through the strainer." 
This funcicide has not only proved entirely harmless to peach 
foliage, but has proved very satisfactory against both Scab and Brown 
Rot of the peach where Curculio is also controlled. It may also be 
used on apple or cherries or other fruit trees as a fungicide. However, 
with these fruits it is not as satisfactory as with peaches since it is 
coarse and is washed off very readily. The hairy covering of the 
peach holds the lime-sulphur in. a very satisfactory manner. 
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LESS IMPORTANT FUNGICIDES. 
A number of other fungicides may be used in so:11e cases. The 
following are given with directions for their making: 
Article 33.-POTASSIUM SULPHIDE. 
Potassium sulphide (Liver of sulphur) is often used when spray-
ing for certain mildews. It is used at the rate of one ounce of potas-
sium sulphide in two or three gallons of water. 
This is the most satisfactory spray against the Powdery Mildew 
of roses and is sometimes used on gooseberries when the fruit is so 
large that the staining from Bordeaux mixture would be undesirable. 
Article 34.-AMMONIACAL COPPER CARBONATE. 
Copper carbonate ... . . . ............................ 6 ounces 
Strong ammonia (just enough to dissolve the carbon-
ate) about ... . ............................ 3 pints 
Vvater to make ....... . . ........... ... ............. SO gallons 
It is sometimes necessary to spray fruit when it is ripe and the 
use of Bordeaux mixture at that time would stain the fruit. Under 
such conditions, the ammoniacal copper carbonate may be a desirable 
spray, if the fruit is valuable. Following are the directions: 
Dissolve the copper carbonate in the ammonia, using no more of 
the ammonia than will barely dissolve the copper carbonate. ·when 
all is in solution, add fifty gallons of water and it is ready for use; 
Article 35.-CQPPER SULPHATE SOLUTION. , 
Sometimes instead of the ammoniacal copper carbonate, a very 
weak solution of copper sulphate is used. The following formula i~ 
reco:11mended by Professor Taft of Michigan: 
Copper Sulphate . .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound 
'vVater ................ .. ............... . ... . .. . .. . 50 gallons 
It is· very important that this be used in a very dilute form sincE: 
we do not use lime to render it insoluble. 
Article 36.-FORMALIN SOLUTION. 
Formalin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pint 
\Vater ........................... . .... . ........... 30 gallom 
Used for potato scab, etc. (See Article 25, under Potato Scab.) 
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POISONOUS INSECTICIDES. 
Article 37.-ARSENATE OF LEAD. 
This is by far the most valuable arsenical poison. It is most com-
n;only sold in the form of a paste containing about SO% water, though 
at the present time it is also being sold to a considerable extent as a 
dry powder. In the latter case there is no water, and hence only 
one-half as much of the arsenate should be 11sed. The two features 
of arsenate of lead that make it the most important arsenical spray 
are: first, it sticks better to the foliage than any other, and second, it 
is less harmful to the foliage. If care is taken it can even be applied 
on peach trees when in leaf without serious injury. In the paste form 
it is used at the rate of two to three pounds in fifty gallons of water 
on apples. It is never used on peaches stronger than two pounds tr; 
fifty gallons of water and then it should have lime added to decrease 
the injury to the foliage. 
In using arsenate of lead it should first be stirred in a small vessei 
of water into a thin paste and then poured into the spray tank at the 
time of filling. If large quantities of the arsenate are being used, a 
special apparatus like an old churn with a dasher for working it into 
a paste is desirable. 
The arsenate of lead may be made at home by the following 
formula : 
Lead Acetate ..................................... 24 ounces 
Arsenic of soda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ounces 
Vvater ........ , .................................. 100 gallons 
Use only the very best chemicals in making this preparation. 
Dissolve each of the materials in a separate bucket half full of water. 
After both are thoroughly dissolved, pour them together into another 
bucket and allow the mixture to stand for a few hours. A white pre-
cipitate or sediment is formed, which is the arsenate of lead. All of 
the bucketful should be added to a spray tank containing 100 gallons 
of water; and it is then ready for use. 
It is more satisfactory, however, and usually cheaper to buy it 
ready prepared. 
Article 38.-PARIS GREEN. 
Up to the introduction of arsenate of lead, Paris green was the 
most important insecti6.-:le. It is commonly used at the rate of one 
pound to 100 or 175 gallons of water or Bordeaux mixture. It should 
never be used on peaches and even when used on apples it should 
always have five or six times as much lime as Paris green to reduce 
the injury to the fruit and foliage. To use, it is mixed into a thin 
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paste with a small quantity of water and then poured into the spray 
tank. If the dry powder is poured into the water in the spray tank, 
it will not mix but will float on top. 
Article 39.-HELLEBORE. 
The powdered roots of white hellebore are at times recommended 
as a substitute for the arsenicals, especially upon fruit which is ripe 
or tieady so. It is applied dry either full strength or diluted with 
from three to four parts flour, or air slaked lime, or in water at the 
rate of a pound or more to 50 gallons. In mixing it would be best 
to steep the hellebore in a few gallons of the water for a few hours 
and dilute with the remainder of the water. It acts as an internal 
poison to insects, but is harmless to man in the quantities recom-
mended. It is more expensive than the above mentioned insecticides. 
CONTACT INSECTICIDES. 
Article 40.-LIME-SULPHUR. 
This is the same as the boiled lime-sulphur discussed as a sum-
mer fungicide. (See directions for making, Article 31.) It is one 
of the most valuable contact sprays for insects, especially the San Jose 
scale. When used as an insecticide it is used at a strength of 1.03. 
The method of determining the strength of the concentrated lime-
sulphur solution and the amount of water to be added will of course 
be the same as when it is used as a fungicide. Thus assuming that 
the specific gravity measured with a hydrometer is 1.27 and we choose 
to use it at a strength of 1.03; then .27 divided by .03 gives us 9, or 
we would use one gallon of the concentrated lime-sulphur with nine 
gallons of water. 
Article 41.-KEROSENE EMULSION. 
This is probably the most important summer contact spray. It 
ts made according to the following directions : 
Kerosene (coal oil) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 gallons 
Hard soap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 pound 
Water (soft) ......................... , . . . . . . . . . . 1 gallon 
For use, mix with seventeen gallons of water. 
This is a ten per cent kerosene emulsion; however, a seven per 
cent emulsion is generally satisfactory. Then you would use approxi-
mately one and one-half gallons instead of two gallons of kerosene 
in the above solution. 
Dissolve the soap m boiling soft water, adding the kerosene as 
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soon as all of the soap is dissolved. Mix by pumping back into the 
tub with the spray pump for fully ten minutes. A thick, creamy emul-
sion is formed from which the oil does not readily separate. For use, 
mix this emulsion with seventeen gallons of water. If the stock solu-
tion has become cold it may be necessary to soften it up so as to mix 
more freely with the water by using some hot water. This is especi-
·ally valuable in fighting plant lice and other soft bodied insects which 
suck the juices of plants. 
Article 42.-MISCIBLE OILS. 
Other sucking insect sprays than kerosene emulsion, in fact of 
which kerosene emulsion is one, are the miscible oils. These are oils 
so treated that they will mix with any proportion of water, generally 
giving a white emulsion. These should not be used unless they emul-
sify. Sometimes, under certain conditions when put into water the 
oil comes to the top instead of making an emulsion, in which case it 
'should not be used. In fact, the company should be asked to make it 
good unless it has been frozen often. Some of the widely known 
miscible oils are "Scalecide," Target Brand Scale Destroyer, San-u-zay. 
etc. 
Article 43.-TOBACCO EXTRACT. 
Tobacco extract is another important contact insecticide. It is 
made as follows: 
Tobacco stems or tobacco dust. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound 
Water . . ............. .. .......... .... ........... . 2 gallons 
or 
Tobacco leaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 pound 
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 gallons 
The tobacco should be placed in cold or hot water and brought 
to a boil. Some of the fire should then be removed and the water 
allowed to simmer, but not boil, for one hour. 
Black Leaf.- The most satisfactory tobacco extract known to 
the writer is Black Leaf, manufactured by the Kentucky Tobacco 
Products' Company, Louisville, Kentucky. 
To use Black Leaf, stir the contents of the can thoroughly and 
pour out the required amount, using as directed by the manufacturer. 
If Black 'Leaf or Tobacco Tea is beil)g used as a summer spray for 
plant lice, arsenate of lead may be added if necessary to kill biting 
insects. 
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LESS IMPORTANT INSECTICIDES. 
Article 44.-TOBACCO DUST. 
This is used for putting around the tree trunks for \Vooly Aphis. 
This is especially true in the case of apple trees in the southern part 
of Missouri. It is important that this dust be in a finely ground con-
dition. 
Article 45.-TOBACCO STEMS AND APHIS PUNK. 
Insects are sometimes killed by fumigating where the plants can 
be enclosed, and of the materials used, one of the most important is 
tobacco stems which are burned. Aphis punk, a nicotine paper pre-
pared in rolls so it can be burned is also made use of, and in some 
cases is more desirable than the stems. It can be secured from the 
Nicotine Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Missouri. Of course in 
fumigating for insects, the work must be done in an air-tight chamber 
or one nearly air-tight. 
Article 46.-PYRETHRUM. 
This is a yellow colored powder made by pulverizi.ng the flowers 
of the pyrethrum plant. It owes its poisonous properties to a volatile 
oil, and while it kills all kinds of insects-especially when enclosed in 
a room or box-it is harmless to man and all kinds of domesticated 
animals. It is essential, in order to have success in the use of pyre-
thrum, that one obtain fresh material, and also material that is pure. 
Pyrethrum powder loses its poisonous properties in a very short time, 
and hence can not be kept over from one season to another, even in 
an air-tight jar. It is better to order this material from some reliable 
wholesale drug house as needed. Fresh pyrethrum powder can be 
applied as a dry powder either unadulterated or mixed with common 
flour in the proportion of one pound of pyrethrum to three pounds of 
flom, or it can be sprayed on the plants by mixing a pound of pyre-
thrum in three gallons of water. Pyrethrum has no injurious effects 
whatever on any plant. It is used sometimes on strawberries or other 
small fruits when they are ripening. 
Article 47.-HYDROCY ANIC ACID GAS. 
Another good fumigant is hydrocyanic acid gas made as follows: 
Fused cyanide of potassium (98<fo pure) ............. 1 ounce 
Sulphuric acid (concentrated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ounce 
Water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ounces 
This is sufficient for one hundred cubic feet of space, and ex-
posure to it should not be made longer than one hour. Fumigating 
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with this gas must be done in a tight box or room to secure efficiency 
against insects and to protect ·animals and men from injury due to 
escaping gas. This gas is very poisonous and must not be inhaled for 
even a moment. 
Empty the water into a glass vessel and pom the acid slowly 
into this. After weighing out the proper amount of potas:;ium cyanide, 
tie it up in a cloth sack just large enough to hold it. An old tobacco 
sack is just right. Place the jar of acid where it is wanted. Drop 
into it the sack of cyanide and quickly close the box or run out of 
the room, shutting the door tightly. This gas is especially useful in 
and nursery fumigation. No insect can withstand thorough fumiga-
tion with it. 
Article 48.-CARBON DISULPHIDE. 
This is very effective against insects in stored grain. Place a 
quantity on top of the seed. The fumes arc heavier than the air and 
settle through the bins of seed. It ignites very easily and must 
be protected from fire. Two pounds of bisulphide of carbon should 
be used for every one thousand cubic feet of bin space, regardless of 
the amount of seed in it. 
Article 49.-WASH FOR TREES. 
The following wash may be desirable for fruit tree borers, bark 
beetles, rabbits, etc. It costs more to use it than the wood veneer 
wrapper and it is not as effective, so its use is seldom practical. 
Dissolve as much washing soda as possible in six gallons of water, 
then dissolve one gallon of soft soap in this and mix with it enoug\1' 
freshly slaked lime to make a thick whitewash. Apply with a brush, 
first removing the rottgh bark. 
Article 50.-SPRA YING EQUIPMENT. 
In spraying, especiaily where any of the copper compounds are 
to be used, all of the important parts of the spray pump that come in 
contact with the copper compounds such as Bordeaux mixture, copper 
carbonate, etc, should be of brass. The receptable, tank, barrel or 
whatever the case may be, should be of wood or painted metal, as 
these sprays corrode the unpainted metal badly. 
Agitation.- Many of the materials used in spraying are insoluble 
and will settle to the bottom. For this reason in nearly all sprayings 
the machine should be provided with a good agitator. If there is no 
agitator and you are spraying with something like Bordeaux mixture 
or arsenate of lead, you wiii spray out a different strength toward the 
last than what you had at first when the tank was full. Thus, part of 
the tree may receive a spray strong enough to burn the leaves, while 
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another part will not receive a spray strong enough to combat the 
diseases or insects. 
Among agitators, especially in a power sprayer, the propeller agi-
tator is probably the best. At any rate the agitation should be thor-
ough. 
Hand Sprayers.- To spray a small 
orchard or garden, a barrel pump will be suf-
ficient . :If a fair sized orchard >is being 
sprayed with a hand pump, a strong n1an 
should be at the pump and it would be better 
if a pressure gauge is placed where the man 
can see how much pressure he is making so 
he will work a little harder, for spraying 
should always be done, for best results, at 
a high pressure. The high pressure is not 
only better, but is cheaper as the men get over 
the orchard faster. l•' ig. 33.-A barrel SJ>ruy )>nmp showing agitator 
at (a.) 
Fig; 34.-Large band •I>ray pum1> with tanl< 
showing section of agitator. · 
With an orchard of five 
to ten or fifteen acres, a large, 
low down, hand pump like 
the one shown in the figure 
will be more satisfactory than 
a barrel pump, since much 
better pressure may be main-
tained by one man. In this 
case at least a hundred gallon 
tank should be used and an 
agitator something like that 
in the adjoining figure should 
be used. 
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Jtig. 35.-G~tsoline J>Ow<lr HJ>r~tylng outfit with 
tower for man who HJ)ratyR tlu:~J tot) of the 
tree«~. S~(•.tion Of lt f'Wrew tn•opeJie.r u.gitator 
shows in the t~tnlc. 
turning and running over the rough land. 
true of muddy land. Generally speaking, 
sprayer be light. 
Power Spra.yers.-
A large orchard should be 
provided with a power 
sprayer, if the orchard is 
considered worth giving 
good care. In a large or-
chard, generally speaking, 
it would be best if there 
were a power sprayer for 
each thirty acres at most, 
and many of the best or-
chardists who are spraying 
carefully, maintain that 
twenty or twenty-five acres 
is enough for or.e power 
sprayer. 
In buying a power 
sprayer, several features 
should be considered. In 
rough land one of the most 
important would be light-
ness. The sprayer should 
he short and light so that 
it would be convenient in 
The same would be just as 
it is very important that a 
Then the engine should be one that will run all day at a pressure 
as high as 200 pounds. Of course a pressure lower than this will do 
the work, but if an engine will get hot and stop at a pressure of 200 
pounds when it is new, when it gets old it may get hot and stop at a 
much lower pressure. In fact 200·pounds is a good pressure to run at. 
The writer considers the gasoiine power sprayer the best type of 
power sprayer for apple and peach orchards under Missouri condi-
tions. There may be others that will give as uniform and satisfactory 
power, but the power is generally not secured so cheaply. 
Automatic Sprayers.- The automatic power sprayer, in which 
the power is secured by the movement of the wheel of the truck, is 
desirable for spraying such crops as grapes, tomatoes, potatoes, and 
small trees where bhe truck can be kept moving a considerable portion 
of the time, but for large trees where the truck remains still much of 
the time, they . do not seem to be desiraole. 
Bose.- The equipment of the power sprayer, such as the hose, 
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with brass. A ferrule should project over the bamboo at each end 
so the strain will not be on the brass rod. Small iron pipes make 
fairly good extension rods. 
Nozzles.- The nozzle, except for the first spraying after the 
bloom falls, should generally be one of the vermorel type, that is a 
type where the spray is made by a whirling motion given the liquid 
before it comes out through a hole in the end of the nozzle. This type 
of nozzle is able to break the spray into a very fine mist. The nozzle 
should always allow of adjustment so as to throw the spray upward 
or downward. A nozzle directing the spray straight fro:n the end of 
the extension rod will generally not reach all parts of the tree with 
the liquid. The small vermorel nozzle is not large enough for the 
power sprayer, but all of the power sprayer companies have a modi-
fication of the vermorel that is large enough to carry the spray for 
the high pressure. Sometimes even with the large nozzles, two are 
used on the end of the extension rod. 
Article 51.-SPRA YING METHODS. 
As already mentioned, it is well to do the spraying under as high 
pressure as possible. Excepting the first spraying after the bloom 
falls we want the spray broken into a mist so J-ine that it will not tend 
to be in drops large enough to roll off. In all sprayings, the spray 
should be directed upward and downward so that all parts of the 
leaves, fruit, etc., may be well covered. 
In the first spraying after the bloom falls on apples, it is im-
portant that the spray should be directed with a strong force, down-
ward, so that the liquid will penetrate the calyx of the fruit. For the 
same reason the spray should be coarser than it is at other times. 
It is very important that we do our spraying thoroughly. Every 
part of the tree should be thoroughly covered. The nozzle should be 
pushed in among the twigs and directed both upward and downward. 
However, we should not direct the spray long enough in one place so 
that the liquid will collect and run off the leaves. · 
In using a power sprayer, it is well to have three leads of hose, 
the man on top that does the driving spraying the top of the tree, and 
two men spraying the lower parts of the tree, one on each side spray-
ing from the ground. 
In using Bordeaux mixture any that is left in the tank at quitting 
time at night had probably better be discarded. 
It is seldom necessary to spray trees that are not bearing, and 
barren trees in the orchard may be omitted. Where Scab or Canker 
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Worms are bad, the trees that are not bearing would need to be given 
one spraying during the early part of the season. 
Article 52.-DUST SPRAYING. 
A great many people disliking to go to the expense and trouble or 
spraying with a liquid spray, have been using a dust spray, and a great 
deal has been said about it, but the experience of Professor F. W. 
Faurot of the Missouri State Fruit Experiment Station, and Professor 
Charles S. Crandall of the Illinois Experiment Station, as well as 
others, would indicate that the orchardist had better use the liquid 
spray. Some dust sprays seem to have considerable value in combat-
ing insects, but even then it is enough less effective than the liquid 
spray so that a good orchardist can not afford to use it. In combating 
fungous diseases the dust spray seems to be almost worthless, and 
orchardists are advised to let it alone. 
Article 53.-PROTECTING TREES AGAINST RABBITS. 
With young trees, rabbits often constitute one of the very worst 
pests that the orchardist has to deal with. Where the orchards are 
valuable enough, they may be combated by means of rabbit-proof 
fences. In sections where a great many orchards are located, by com-
bined efforts of the growers the rabbits may be killed out .in the com-
munity. In a large percentage of cases, 
however, they will have to be combated 
by protecting each individual tree. 
There are a number of appliances 
for protecting the trees against rabbits, 
but probably by far the best, if not also 
the cheapest, is the wood veneer wrap-
per. These are simply very thin strips 
of tough wood about ten inches wide 
by eighteen to twenty-four inches high 
that are wrapped around the trees. The 
best ones have the base of the wrappers 
treated with a preparation to prevent 
rotting. The wood veneer wrapper, be-
fore being used should always be moist-
ened so it will wrap around the tree 
without splitting. The wrappers are 
then placed around the trees with the 
base pressed closely against the soil and 
are fastened with a small wire. The 
work would be more rapid if these wires 
were cut the proper length before going 
Fig. 37.-l.'oung apple tree with 
a woo(} veneer wrapper, hav-
Ing the earth mounded around 
It at the base, for protection 
aflainst both rabbits and borers. 
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into the fie~d . The ends of the wire are given only one twist. Some 
times onewire is used and so:netimes two. 
These wood veneer wrappers are beneficial also in protecting the 
trees against borers, so after they are put on it is well to mound the 
soil up about them two or three in.ches around the base. 
Cost and all considered, the use of the veneer wrapper is to be 
recommended in nearly all cases. The cost of the w1:apper will vary 
from $4.00 to $6.00 a thousand, depending on the height. The usual 
price is about $5.00 a thousand for wrappers twenty inches high. They 
may be secured from almost any box and basket company. 
Probably the next most important means of protection against 
rabbits is the use of heavy wrapping paper. This paper should be in 
~trips about twenty inches wide and should be wrapped around the 
tree in at least two thicknesses extending to the ground at the base. 
It should be tied at the top, bottom and the middle, and since it is 
alw valuable in protecting, against porers, the earth should be mounded 
slightly at the bottom as in the case of the veneer wrapper. In a few 
cases rabbits have been known to tear this paper off. 
Wrapping with wire netting is also satisfactory, though more 
expensive than the above methods A coil-spring of heavy wire around 
the tree seems to be a very satisfactory protection against rabbits, 
though these would afford no protection against borers. 
If the orchard is small and none of these materials are available, 
wrapping trees with pieces of corn stalks about twenty inches long 
set up around them and tied is entirely satisfactory. Old newspapers 
wrapped several times around are also used. Tie securely at top, 
bottom and middle. 
Article 54.-PROTECTING TREES AGAINST MICE. 
Mice also do a considerable amount of damage in some orchards, 
girdling the trees at the top of the ground. The most important means 
·.>f avoiding injury from mice is to· scrape all rubbish away from the 
trees on the approach of winter, so the mice will not be encouraged 
to burrow near them. If the orchard is in sod, the grass should be 
pulled away from around the trees in fall. Wrapping the trees with 
veneer wrappers and mounding, or with heavy wrapping paper or 
w1re netting will also tend to avoid injury trom the niice. 
Article 55.-FURTHER INFORMATION. 
The subjects in this circular have been discussed very briefly of 
necessity. Anyone having any questions that are not plainly answered 
Lere; is requested to write to the Missouri Agricultural Experiment 
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Station, Columbia, Missouri; and anyone having diseases or insect8 
on his trees or other plants that he is unable to identify, should send 
them to the same address. Ot1. request, information will also be fur-
nished as to where any of the materials or supplies mentioned in the 
foregoing pages may be obtained. 
